
-we start out at the first dance session when Wade introduces 

Levi as their new producer- 

 

Lance; Well fan-fucking-tastic. Some newbie who's got absolutely 

no experience is going to be teaching us when we have a tour in 

less than six months. 

 

Wade: Stop complaining Bass. 

 

Jc: i can't wait to be working with a  new writer! he can bring 

some really cool music to us for our album after no strings 

attached 

 

Becca: Well welcome to the madness Levi. Don't run screaming. 

 

Chris: i love you Becca just don't scare him -he kisses her neck 

patting her ass- 

 

Justin: seriously Lance get into the groove. You are the one who 

is always open to finding new talents right? 

 
Lance; yeah but we're under a lot of pressure to do well since 

we're out of Lou’s clutches and everyone wants to know how 

we're gonna do. 

 

Chris: is this guy any good Wade? 

 



Wade: If he weren't would i have hired him? 

 

Joey: Touche. 

 

Justin: Bass-man just breath. he will be fine, our album has 

made plenty of world records and we are getting awards. 

dancing just adds to all the fun -he shakes his ass watching it in 

the mirror. jc chuckles and does the same thing- 

 

-they all end up breaking out in dancing, except Lance, shaking 

there asses everywhere- 

 

Jc: oh yeah 

 

Justin: look at those Chasez hips go! 

 

Becca; Shake it baby. 

 

Joey; Joey got back! 

 

-Wade turns on the music and they dance around shaking there 
butts in the mirror. Chris sticks it way out there waving it back 

and forth- 

 

Chris: uh huh uh huh 

 

Becca; Damn Chris. And I thought you were good in bed. 



 

Wade: Too much information. 

 

-Levi walks into the room holding a bag over his shoulder. he 

watches as four guys shake their butts in the mirror, another is 

laughing, one of them is grumbling and saying something about 

wanting to be professional, and a girl who is staring at one guys 

butt intently- 

 

Levi: um.............................. 

 

Wade: Oh and speak of the devil. Hey Levi. 

 

Levi: hi, this is the right room? 

 

Wade: yeah. 

 

Chris: the one and only NSYNC -he is still shaking his ass- 

 

Becca; chris baby stop scaring the new boy. Save that for the 

bedroom. 
 

Levi: i heard of you guys breaking some world record for your 

no strings attached album. but isn't bye bye bye a little cheesy 

and cliché for a boy band? 

 

Lance; It's catchy and good so stop complaining and do your job. 



 

Joey; Lance cool it and be nice to him. 

 

Jc; you have to understand that we just got away from Lou 

Pearlman 

 

Becca; Good riddance. 

 

Levi: saw that on the news 

 

-Levi puts his bag down taking off his jacket. he has a cross 

tattoo on his shoulder and Justin stares. Levi is in a wife beater 

and in those running pants that unbutton all the way down the 

side. He has black spiky hair with blond high lights in it with 

freckles on his face - 

 

Justin: me likey 

 

Lance; Justin keep it in your pants. We've got a tour coming up. 

 

Wade: Alright. That's enough. You guys all know the routine. 
Now get to work. 

 

Levi: wade i've been studying the dance moves you have all set 

up for them. i have them down, now what do you want me to do? 

 

Wade: Just yell at ‘em when they mess up and show them how to 



do it. 

 

Levi: mkay man. i got this down 

 

Justin: yay more of yelling and frustration! 

 

Wade: And Chris keep you're focus on your dancing and not on 

the girl. Becca you know what to do if he starts staring. 

 

Becca; Yup. 

 

-Levi is lost a bit there but doesn't worry about it- 

 

Wade; And from the top. three two one GO! 

 

-Levi mainly stands off to the side watching- 

 

-they screw up plenty but he doesn't want them to hate him so 

he doesn’t say anything- 

 

Wade: Lance I want you staying after. You're not getting this 
down. Levi don't be afraid to go hard on them. 

 

Joey: Yeah we want to do good on this. 

 

Levi: alright its just going to take a while to get use to this. i've 

never done this before 



 

Becca; You'll get used to it. 

 

-Lance grumbles- 

 

-They start up again and Lance screws up- 

 

Levi: okay i see what it is 

 

-he pauses the music walking over to Lance- 

 

Levi: see you’re doing this -shows him what he is doing- but its 

this -shows him the right way- see you think you start out like 

this but then it makes you screw up. ya think ya got it? just 

make sure to go right not left 

 

Lance; ugh. yeah. right. 

 

Wade: Lance. Levi's right. 

 

-Justin pats Lance's shoulder- 
 

-Levi smiles and goes back to the CD player- 

 

Levi: alright from the top -plays the music- 

 

Joey: one two three four 



 

Wade; Doing good guys keep it up. Chris watch where you're 

stepping! 

 

Chris: sorry! -he stumbles and groans- shit 

 

Levi: here 

 

-he walks over and stands next to Chris- 

 

Becca; You hate to see me go but love to watch me leave. -Goes- 

 

Wade: Sorry Becca. Later. 

 

Chris: ugh 

 

Becca; It's okay. i'll see you tonight babe. 

 

Levi: here Chris i can see your stumbling right here -does the 

dance- if you just put your foot like this and your arm like this 

you won't tumble down like that 
 

Chris: bye baby. now i get it! -he does it a few times with Levi 

then Levi goes back to Wade- thanks man. okay i won't screw up 

this time 

 

Levi; am i doing okay Wade? 



 

Wade: You're doing good rookie. 

 

Levi: so we are just working on bye bye bye until t hey get it 

down then we are going to work on....... space cowboy is it? 

 

-Lance is already annoyed- 

 

Wade: Yup. We'll be reviewing periodically though so that they 

don't forget. 

 

Levi: mkay. -he starts the music and joey counts off- 

 

-the rest of the day is basically like that. it seems Lance just gets 

more and more frustrated by the minute- 

 

-Levi keeps watching him so he can help him out afterwards- 

 

Inner Lance; I'm gonna kill Wade for hiring this guy. 

 

Justin: lance you always get it your gonna get it 
 

Lance; I hope you're right. 

 

Jc: yeah man just go all loose -Jc hangs out his arms swinging 

his waist around. Levi chuckles and Chris grabs Jc's hips 

shaking them all over and Jc laughs falling to the ground- 



 

Justin: freaks. I DON'T WORK WITH THEM! 

 

Joey; Careful Chris. You'll make Becca jealous. Remember how 

she flipped out at that fan girl? Course that was during the early 

years. And yes you do work with us! -shakes his huge butt- 

 

-Justin groans and shakes his butt too and Wade laughs 

covering his face- 

 

-Levi watches in amusement- 

 

Wade; See Levi our days usually consist of goofing off. Don't ask 

me how we get anything done. 

 

Levi: i'm the king of goofing off but i'm trying to stay 

professional 

 

Wade: Good luck with that here. 

 

-they work hard all day then it ends. Becca arrives- 
 

Joey; Someone went shopping. 

 

Chris: my baby i missed you so much -falls to his knees kissing 

her bare legs moving upwards- 

 



Becca; no frosting for you Joe. Only Chris gets to lick it off my 

thighs. I missed you to Chris. -pets his head- 

 

Justin: we got the first part down that’s for sure. because we 

kept starting over we got it down in a snap. even Lance here has 

it! 

 

Wade: I still want you to stay late Lance. 

 

Levi: i'll be working with you 

 

Lance; great.....That's just great. 

 

-Levi goes to the CD player making sure its on bye bye bye cause 

near the end they just started playing random songs and doing 

dirty dancing- 

 

-Chris gets to Becca's thighs and she pulls his head away from 

them- 

 

Chris: uhg -he stands up kissing her- but did you have fun? 
 

Becca; Not in front of the baby Chris. Sorry you had to see that 

juju. And yes I did have fun. Don't worry you're not broke yet. 

Besides you'll love seeing my purchases. 

 

Levi: wait why are you sorry Justin saw it? 



 

Justin: because i'm gay 

 

Justin: Britney knows and she's a big sport. she's helping me out 

so no one finds out 

 

Becca; I just don't want to scar his sweet little eyes. Back when 

he was a virgin he used to scream whenever we were in the 

same room. 

 

Joey; Don't want to scar his eyes? You've already done that to 

the rest of us. 

 

Jc: yeah! 

 

Wade; Please don't remind us. 

 

-Levi nods and stands up- 

 

Levi: i'm gay too, though your not my type Justin 

 
Justin: poop. ah well just going to have to get you drunk -he says 

as he walks from the room- 

 

Chris: lets go -he pulls Becca from the room 

 

Joey; USE PROTECTION! 



 

Jc: later Bass go easy on Levi -leaves too, chuckling at joey- 

 

Levi: mkay then. see ya Wade 

 

Joey: You two have fun. 

 

Wade: later guys. Go easy on each other you two. 

 

-Levi cocks his head to the side at that comment but goes over to 

Lance- 

 

Levi: okay so first you had problems with that part in the chorus 

 

-Levi skips forward in the CD reaching the chorus- 

 

Lance; That was fine. Wade never said anything to me so I must 

have done fine. 

 

Levi: um... you did this -Levi does it- while everyone else was 

doing this -does it- and i know you don't have a different part 
there 

 

Lance: Ugh. Fine. -does what he's supposed to- Happy now? 

 

Levi: do it again only to the music -he plays it starting it from 

the beginning- i want to see where else your having problems 



 

-Lance does as instructed- 

 

-Levi stops it- 

 

Levi: okay before we even got there i saw this -does it- and its 

this -does it- see if you just put your leg out a bit more you won't 

fumble 

 

Lance; grr. 

 

Levi: Joey says you guys want to do good and i'm making sure of 

that. i'm only doing my job here 

 

Lance; Yes. -he's still annoyed- 

 

Levi: get your head out of your ass man and let me help you! -he 

plays the music dancing along next to Lance. when he screws up 

again Levi gets behind him and guilds him through. that really 

pisses lance off- 

 
Lance; What do you know about dancing and choreography? 

You're fresh out of college and you've barely got your first job. 

 

Levi: i was in theater and did a lot of parties. i've been able to 

catch onto dancing quickly and able to make up stuff of my own. 

they wanted me to work with you guys for a reason 



 

Lance; Why pray tell. 

 

Levi: just... i don't know I’m just doing my job. now doing it from 

the top i know you can get it 

 

-plays the cd- 

 

Inner Lance; Ugh. This guy is gonna pay! 

 

-Lance dances- 

 

Levi: -mumbles to himself- uhg and your the one i've always 

hated 

 

Lance: come again? 

 

Levi: oh nothing keep dancing -Levi leans against the wall- 

 

-Lance stands- 

 
Lance: No tell me. 

 

Levi: i didn't say anything now keep dancing 

 

Lance: Tell me. 

 



Levi: no 

 

Lance; Tell me kid, 

 

Levi: i'm not a kid i just turned 22 

 

Lance: Like I care now what did you say? 

 

Levi: fine. You’re the guy i am most annoyed with in this band 

 

Lance; Why am I not surprised? You seem find fault with all i do 

and not the other guys 

 

Levi: no actually you just really suck at dancing, and i found 

fault with the other guys too but they seemed to fix the problem 

 

Lance: Lets see you do better then 

 

Levi: i can do better! i've learned all the dances that Wade has 

shown me so far 

 
Lance: Yeah right. I bet Chris can do better than you. And he's 

the worst out of the whole group. 

 

Levi: i'll prove it too you -Levi turns on the music and dances the 

whole song then stares at Lance- you. can't. dance. and Chris is 

better then you. he didn't have to stay after 



 

Lance; He would've left anyways for obvious reasons. 

 

Levi: he seems more dedicated to this group then anyone else 

 

Lance: So you're saying I'm not putting my whole life into this? 

 

Levi: yeah i think that’s what i'm saying –Levi goes back to the 

Cd player stopping it from playing its gonna be me- 

 

Lance: You know nothing about me so why don't you shut up 

and suck up to the others. 

 

Levi: i'm not sucking up i'm just trying to make some money 

here! if i wanted to suck up i'd date Justin 

 

Lance: Contrary to what he said earlier you're not his type. 

 

Levi: well he obviously likes my tattoo enough. now will you just 

stop trying to get me fired and dance?! 

 
Lance: Forget it. I'm out of here. -storms out- 

 

-Levi groans and slides down the wall playing the nsync cd fully 

before leaving- 

 

-the next day- 



 

Wade: Where's Becca today Chris? 

 

Chris: spending time with her friends 

 

-Levi comes in and a glare contest happens between him and 

Lance- 

 

Justin: uh oh 

 

Jc: great Lance just great -hides his face with his hand- 

 

Lance; We wouldn't be having this problem if the little pipsqueak 

didn't have such a huge ego. 

 

Levi: i don't have an ego i'm just trying to make a living 

 

Wade: That's enough. Now lets get started on the dancing. 

 

-they run through bye bye bye and Lance screws up- 

 
Lance; Damn it! 

 

Joey; Lance swore. 

 

Jc: so? 

 



Lance: Shut up. 

 

Justin: you say worse joey 

 

Joey: this is Lance were talking about. 

 

Chris: quite true 

 

Levi: see? if you didn't storm out we would have gotten that 

taken care of 

 

Chris: okay, now why don't we have Wade work with Lance, and 

we'll go into the other room and run through bye bye bye 

without him. 

 

Wade: That might be best. Okay Levi I want you to work with the 

others. Lance you stay here. 

 

-Levi sighs and grabs his bag leading the others into another 

room- 

 
Lance; right. 

 

-They continue practicing until they get it right... at about ten 

pm- 

 

Levi: yay now can we all run through it together? -he says it in a 



little boy voice when they come back in- 

 

Justin: heh i like this kid already 

 

Levi: hey i'm older then you 

 

Wade: yeah. From the top. 

 

Lance; Ugh. 

 

Chris: yay team work! 

 

-they line up and run through it having it basically down- 

 

Levi: awesome! now we move onto space cowboy tomorrow 

 

-Lance just growls- 

 

Joey: Got it. 

 

Wade: Same time tomorrow guys. 
 

Levi: hey Wade should we take space cowboy step by step 

tomorrow and move on when they all have it done so i don't 

have to do that stay after with Lance again? -he asks him when 

the others leave- 

 



Wade: Yeah. It makes sense. I was hard on them with this. 

 

Levi: like, maybe break it all up into parts and teach them that. 

it would be easier. 

 

Wade; Yeah. Okay. I'll see you tomorrow Levi. 

 

Levi: later -they leave- 

 

-the next day- 
 

-Becca comes in with the rest of the guys today- 

 

Chris: i won't stare okay? she is wearing clothes that cover her 

legs and arms and stomach 

 

Becca; Sorry hun. 

 

Levi: okay, so Wade and i have an easier way to teach this song. 

First we'll dance through it and show you what is suppose to 

happen. 

 

Joey: So it's basically like how you used to teach us. 

 

Wade; Yeah. Sorry about the sudden change up. Thought it 

might work better. 

 



Lance; Okay let’s start. 

 

-Levi starts the song and Wade talks through it as Levi dances 

it- 

 

-Lance mumbles stuff about show off and rookie- 

 

Wade: Lance I don't want another word out of you. 

 

-Levi hides a grin- 

 

-the song ends and joey claps- 

 

Joey; if I was gay.... Damn boy. 

 

Jc: oh my it’s was fabulous! will you learn this one sooner Bass? 

 

Justin: heh-heh 

 

Lance: Careful sleepy. Otherwise I might just have a little fun 

with Becca's comic book sharpies 
 

Jc: -gulp- 

 

Levi: all right were gonna break this down to the first part. Line 

up! 

 



-they line up- 

 

Levi: want to take this one Wade? 

 

Wade: You need the practice kid. 

 

Levi: goody. alright here we go. so we do this… 

 

-they basically are like that. Levi picks on Lance cause he is the 

only one screwing up. Chris is too but wade helps him- 

 

Lance; Dude. Go pick on someone else. 

 

Levi: they all have it and Chris has Wade helping him -Chris 

grins beamingly when his name is said- 

 

Lance; Yes but Chris also doesn’t have some annoying chipmunk 

yelling at him constantly. 

 

Levi: chipmunk? -Levi chuckles- can't think of anything better 

you over weight sloth 
 

-Justin covers his chuckles- 

 

-Jc tries hard not to grin- 

 

Lance; Obnoxious hippo with a gland problem. 



 

Becca; I thought that was what Chris said I would look like if 

pregnant? 

 

Levi: okay seriously if you don't shut your huge mouth right now 

bass i'm going shove the CD player into it. maybe if i killed you 

and danced the moves on your grave you'd learn it better 

 

Lance; That's it! -Starts forward- 

 

Joey; Lance! Levi! Stop it! 

 

Wade; Calm down! 

 

-Levi motions him closer with his fingers- 

 

Levi: come on lets see if you can kick my ass cause your feet are 

obviously retards. missing some brain cells bass? 

 

Lance; Bring it. -swings a punch- 

 
Chris: HEY BOTH OF YOU SHUT UP! 

 

-Levi ducks and chuckles- 

 

Levi: missed me -he swings his fist towards lance's gut- 

 



Justin: hey hey hey! 

 

-Lance kicks Levi in the reproductive system right as Levi's fist 

connects with his gut. Justin pulls Levi away, who is doubled 

over groaning. Joey pulls Lance back, who is having a hard time 

breathing- 

 

Levi's Dick: MAYDAY MAYDAY! WE'RE GOING DOWN! 

AAAAGGGH IMPACT! DAMAGE REPORT DAMAGE REPORT! 

MAYDAY MAYDAY! 

 

Levi: you’re a fucking bastard Lance 

 

Lance; That's more than i can say for you, you son of a bitch. 

 

Chris: hey no no no both of you will close your mouths. you two 

need to seriously get along. i don't know what happened last 

night but we are going to deal with this now! 

 

Jc: shit Chris’s psychology class 

 
Joey; Here we go again. 

 

Chris: since i am the only with a college degree in psychology 

 

Levi: hey dude what do you think i went to college for?! 

 



Becca; Chris seriously just leave it.  

 

Chris: wait you have your bachelors in psychology? 

 

Wade; That's it. All of you take the day off. 

 

Levi: i'm not stupid unlike some Mississippi boys –Levi stands 

up wincing and grabbing his bag- 

 

-Lance starts for him but is held back by the others- 

 

-Levi wants to so bad punch Lance, but Wade pushes him out the 

door- 

 

Justin: is it bad this is turning me on? -Becca hits the back of his 

head- 

 

Becca; Yes Justin it is! 

 

Joey; Don't make mommy mad Justin. 

 
-Justin grabs his bags and leaves too, followed by Jc- 

 

Chris: Lance you better fix this with you and Levi soon 

 

Lance; Fat chance. That dickhead has a huge superiority 

complex. 



 

Chris: dude i thinks you’re the one who couldn't give him a 

chance in the first place! 

 

Lance; Go fuck your girlfriend. -leaves- 

 

Chris: hey we aren't all about sex ya know! 

 

Becca: Something is on Lance's mind. He never acts like this. 

 

Chris: ya think? -sigh- come on lets go get some pizza i'm 

craving it like i'm prego 

 

Becca: I hope not. I don't want to be a mommy just yet. 

 

-Joey shutters and they leave- 

 

-when they get outside they find Levi and Lance yelling things 

back and forth between each other- 

 

Chris: damn it! 
 

Becca; Let them wear each other out. They'll get tired and leave 

each other alone sooner or later. 

 

-they get in their cars and drive off- 

 



-Levi starts up his motorcycle tired of hearing lance yell- 

 

Levi: your voice is like eagles clawing out my brains through my 

ears! 

 

Lance: Your hair looks like a dog did it! 

 

Levi: hey! a gay man takes pride in his hair! and if you want to 

know my cat was playing with my hair this morning and it got 

styled well 

 

Lance: Your cat obviously has better taste than you. 

 

-Levi would have rolled Lance over but instead he stands up and 

punches Lance straight it the face. Lance stumbles back into his 

car and falls to the ground- 

 

Lance; aaaaaaagggggh! 

 

Levi: just shut up you mother fucker! Your mom should have 

had an abortion when she found out your dad knocked her up 
with this piece of trash -he gets on his bike and rides off- 

 

Levi: it would save us all from hearing your voice in NSYNC 

 

-Lance stumbles into his car and drives home. He yells at his 

dogs and at Dirk. And then he ends up smashing the microwave- 



 

-the next day- 
 

-Lance comes in with a black eye- 

 

Wade: Dear god Lance. 

 

Joey; Dude.... 

 

-Levi comes in avoiding looking at Lance- 

 

Becca; Are you okay? 

 

Lance: Yeah Becca. 

 

Justin: man what did you do? 

 

Lance; I picked a fight. 

 

Chris: Levi and Lance stayed after and had a little 'chat' and i 

think that turned into a fight 

 

Jc: man you mean -he looks at Levi - you punched him?! 

 

Levi: he pushed me 

 

Wade: Still that's no reason to get physical. I don't want this 



happening again. You two are going to need to get along to an 

extent. 

 

inner Levi: god i'm gonna loose my job 

 

Lance; Why didn't Wade just fire his ass? 

 

Jc: because Levi is good and probably has a good reason why 

he's here now shut up and get dancing. You probably asked for it 

too. 

 

Lance; grrr. 

 

-Justin rolls his eyes- 

 

-Becca leaves the room- 

 

-for the day Levi is only helping Chris, ignoring Lance 

completely. Lance ignores him going straight to Wade- 

 

inner Chris: good, no violence. man i wish Becca was here i want 
her to see how well i'm getting along on this 

 

-Several hours later- 
 

Wade: Okay guys. Lunch break. 

 



Levi: man you guys made good progress so far 

 

Wade: yeah. You did good. 

 

Chris: half the song almost done. man this day is going to be 

hard 

 

-Levi goes over grabbing his water bottle. he pulls off his shirt 

taking a towel and wiping himself off. he turns around- 

 

Levi: damn you guys really can dance 

 

Joey: Thanks. 

 

Justin: why thank you -is staring at Levi’s nice built chest- 

 

Jc: Levi i would put your shirt back on before Justin comes over 

and licks it 

 

Wade; Since when has that stopped Justin? 

 
-Justin blushes and takes off his own shirt wiping his chest off. 

his attempt to flirt to Levi- 

 

Joey: Awwww. Young love. 

 

-Levi shakes his head drinking his water but still looks at 



Justin- 

 

Joey; Hey...Where's Becca? She's usually outside the door at the 

bench.... Weird. 

 

Chris: she isn't there? 

 

Joey: No. I went outside and she was gone. 

 

-Chris goes outside looking for her- 

 

-Levi puts his shirt back on and Justin pouts. Levi shrugs- 

 

Chris: hey Becca you in here? -taps on the bathroom door- 

 

Wade: Don't pout Juju. You'll get to see it later. 

 

Becca; Yeah. Sorry babe. -comes out- Listen. I need to borrow 

the car for a bit. I'll be back in an hour or so. 

 

Chris: why? alright don't crash i don't want to lose my baby. i 
just got her 

 

Becca; Just don't worry okay -kiss- Just for that I might just 

crash it -grins and leaves- 

 

-Chris whimpers and goes back into the room where they eat 



and rest. then they start dancing again- 

 

-a few hours later- 
 

-Levi takes off his shirt getting too hot. Justin whimpers- 

 

Inner Lance; Well he's happy. More than i can say for some 

people. 

 

Levi: alright were gonna start from the top of space cowboy and 

go through to the chorus. Can we do it? 

 

Chris: hell yeah! come on i'm ready for anything 

 

Joey: Yes we can! 

 

Lance; meh. 

 

-Levi leans up next to Justin’s ear- 

 

Levi: ready Timberlake? 

 

Justin: watch and learn pretty boy 

 

-Levi starts the music and wade laughs at him- 

 

Levi: what? 



 

Wade: Nothing, nothing at all. 

 

Levi: yeah right -Levi shoves Wade and they watch the guys- 

 

-they finish the chorus and Justin shakes his ass- 

 

Justin: told ya so! 

 

Chris: we do okay? 

 

Joey; Go Justin! Go Justin! 

 

Levi: yeah most of you did 

 

Wade; Excellent. All of you. You can go now. Same time 

tomorrow. 

 

Lance; Meh. 

 

Levi: you fumbled over there but then made it through 
 

-Lance sticks his tongue out. Levi glares- 

 

-Lance leaves and when he gets to his car he realizes he left his 

wallet inside- 

 



Jc: smart move bass -getting into his car- 

 

Lance; Damn. 

 

-Lance goes back to retrieve the wallet- 

 

-When he opens the door he finds Justin pinning Levi to the wall 

kissing him hands on waist- 

 

Inner Lance: So not only is he a cocky smartass but the new guy 

is also a man whore. 

 

-He ignores them and goes to grab his wallet and leaves- 

 

Justin: damn you can kiss 

 

Levi: yeah i've had experience 

 

Justin: want to head to a club? 

 

Levi: why not 
 

Inner Lance; I'm drinking tonight. At home. Me and a bottle of 

jack. 

 

-that night Levi and Justin go out to a nice gay club and 

afterwards they get into a taxi and head off to Levi’s apartment 



where they stumble into the bed room already half naked- 

 

-this is routine, the dancing and the side romance, for the next 

few weeks- 

 

-meanwhile- 
 

Chris: you okay Becca? -he rubs her back kissing her neck- 

 

Becca; Yeah. Chris? I have a hypothetical question for you. 

 

Chris: go ahead you ask me these all the time 

 

Becca; You and I already agreed not to get married at least until 

we hit the ten year mark. We're on Year eight I think. We never 

talked about kids. If for some reason I ended up pregnant... 

Would you still be there? Remember this is hypothetical. 

 

Chris: Becca of course! i love you. and if we started dating since 

junior year in high school, i think it has been almost ten years 

 

Becca; Sorry I doubted you. Night baby. -Kisses him and gets 

under the covers- 

 

Chris: if you are pregnant i would stay by your side and if i 

wasn't queasy like i am i would be there holding your hand as 

you shoot the kid out. only i'll be on the ground unconscious 



 

-he gets under the sheets putting his hand on her stomach- 

 

Becca; Good to know. 

 

-after a few moments- 

 

Chris: you know every time you asked me a hypothetical 

question it ends up being true. You’re pregnant aren't you? 

 

Becca; No.... It's to soon to tell anyways. 

 

Chris: Becca tell me the truth. do you think you might be 

pregnant? -he rolls her over looking into her eyes- 

 

Becca; Chris. Like I said. It's to soon to tell. My period isn't due 

for another week. 

 

Chris: but do you think? 

 

inner Chris: oh boy... 
 

Becca; There's a possibility. 

 

-microville- 

 

Chris's Sperm: Johnson made it! 



 

-real world- 

 

Chris: becca just know if you are... i will be right here -he picks 

up her hand kissing it- but then again if i scream and pass out 

don't be surprised 

 

Becca; I'll just tell the kid daddy's a wimp when it comes to 

seeing mommy's ya-ya stretch out farther than he can make it 

go. 

 

Chris: seriously I’ve tried my hand and fingers and it sucks! 

 

Chris: just the fact there is blood and.......... oh boy i'm getting 

sick just thinking about it. -he lies on the bed- oh boy i just like 

the thought of it wet and................... uh, we aren't going to bed 

yet -he dives under the sheets spreading Becca’s legs- 

 

Becca; You're a Horney little boy. Hard to believe that you were 

hesitant to do it our first time. 

 
Chris: hey i wasn't sure if you would laugh at my dick size 

 

Becca; Honey it's only a baby dick when flaccid. when it grows 

you've got full nine inches. And as I recall you wanted to wait till 

we were older. 

 



Chris: yes that too. my momma taught me well -he sucks her clit 

between his teeth- 

 

inner chris: oh yeah wet and pink. no blood. no head coming out 

 

Becca; Oh god yes. Don't stop. 

 

Chris: mmmmm -he flicks his tongue back and forth over her clit 

pushing his fingers inside her- 

 

-Becca gasps and grabs the sheets- 

 

-and you know what happens now- 

 

-one month later- 
 

Levi: okay yal time to sing along! 

 

Joey: Okay. 

 

Levi: then we are gonna go in soon and record your music video 

so yal have to really have it down 

 

Lance; Uh huh. 

 

-Justin whispers something into Levi’s ear. Levi smiles and 

Justin grins- 



 

Joey: oooohhhh. 

 

Chris: oh i can't wait to work with that Wade guy for bye bye bye 

 

Joey: Yeah. This is gonna be fun. 

 

Lance; I'm just looking forward to getting on tour. 

 

Wade: Five more months yet guys. Five more months. 

 

Joey; Awwww. 

 

Levi: we also have some other videos ideas so who knows. come 

on, bye bye bye from the top. sing good 

 

-Levi plays the instrumental music. The guys get to work and do 

really well- 

 

Levi: damn you guys have come a long way. two days from now 

you'll be heading over there. but Wade is staying put. why are 
you making me take charge of this? 

 

Wade: Cause you need the experience rookie. 

 

Levi: quit calling me that i'm older then you! 

 



Wade: Age doesn’t matter. You're still a rookie. 

 

-Levi sticks out his tongue and Justin growls from the other side 

of the room- 

 

Wade: hey no fighting here. 

 

Justin: who said anything about fighting? 

 

Jc: don't pry farther Wade 

 

Wade: yeah yeah yeah. Speaking of which where’s mommy? 

 

Chris: uhg don't call her that 

 

Joey: We've always called her that. 

 

Lance; Whatever where is she? 

 

Chris: still... she is in la toilet 

 
Lance; Women. 

 

Wade: Okay guys lets start this again. From the top. 

 

Chris: hey don't dis her bass! -he shoves a finger into his face 

and Jc pulls him back- 



 

Jc: breath man. what has gotten into you? 

 

Chris: nothing i'm fine. just don't dis her okay call her Becca got 

it?! 

 

Lance; Okay. 

 

Joey; Right.... 

 

Levi: dude my brother-in-law did this when my sister got 

pregnant 

 

-Chris gulps- 

 

Jc: BECCA'S PREGO?! 

 

Joey; Yeah right. Becca would have said something. 

 

Wade: knowing her she'd probably punch Chris's lights out. 

 
Lance: Uh huh. 

 

-Chris gets back in the line not saying anything- 

 

-Levi wasn't stupid. he turned the music back on and they ran it 

once more- 



 

Levi: All right yal head home and rest. pack cause we are going 

to be in LA for this one. someone is gonna be there and 

videotaping it for something. 

 

Lance; Probably one of those 'the making of insert movie here' 

type of things. 

 

Joey; Yeah. 

 

-he and Joey leave- 

 

Wade: Later guys. 

 

-Jc grabs his stuff, heading out and talking with Wade- 

 

Chris: bye. oh good Becca. come on lets roll out 

 

Becca; yeah. Chris I think I'm gonna stay home tomorrow. 

 

Chris: okay. we have two days till we have to head to LA 
 

Becca; Alright. I think I just need a couple days anyways to lie 

down. 

 

-they leave. Justin walks up behind Levi tugging at his sweats- 

 



Levi: you are a kinky boy 

 

Justin: yeah i know but your gorgeous and i have a hard on i 

can't wait to get rid of -he pulls Levi’s sweats down along with 

his own pants- 

 

Levi: dirty, dirty 

 

-Justin rubs his cock and gets on his knees licking Levi’s head- 

 

Levi: mmmmmmmmmm 

 

-Justin uses his spit soaked fingers for a while in Levi’s hole 

then his cock goes in and he fucks Levi against the wall- 

 

-Lance comes back in to grab something else he left out in the 

hall, he keeps doing that, and he sees them doing it. Levi was 

big- 

 

Lance; Wow....I didn't need to see that. I'll just be grabbing what I 

came in here for and be going now. By the way Joey having the 
guys over at his place for drinks tonight. He wanted to know if 

you guys were gonna be there. 

 

-Justin grabs a shirt using it as a shield of their areas- 

 

Justin: thanks bass okay now go! 



 

-Levi is blushing horribly- 

 

Lance: yeah. -leaves- 

 

Levi: is it just me or did he ruin the mood? 

 

Justin: not really, but then again he is my friend so.......... do you 

want me to finish 

 

Levi: fuck yes! 

 

-and you know what happens now- 

 

-two days later- 
 

-they are at the shoot and once again we have a fight with Lance 

and Levi- 

 

Levi: god Bass can't you dance worth anything?! you had it 

down but now you’re screwing it all up! It’s not that fucking 

hard! 

 

Lance: Shut up! I'm not the perfect little dancer boy you are. 

 

Levi: come on you can't just forget the moves like that! 

 



Inner Joey: here we go again. 

 

Lance; Maybe they got burned out of my memory after seeing 

you with my friend. 

 

Levi: oh you just wanted to see Justin’s dick up my ass didn't 

you? you probably got out to your car and jerked off to the sight 

of it -Levi takes off his jacket- 

 

-Justin covers his face walking away with Jc hurrying behind 

him- 

 

Lance; You idiot. Why would I jerk off that? 

 

Levi: i don't know you’re a sick southern boy. now get back into 

the rotating room and dance because it isn't that hard when it is 

barley moving! 

 

-grumbling Lance gets in and does the moves- 

 

Levi: your screwing up again. uhg -Levi climbs in doing the 
moves- see Lance? you can do it, you had it down. the moving 

room doesn't affect anything! -Levi yells it into Lance’s face 

before he gets out of the rotating room, watching him from the 

ground- 

 

-Lance does it again, this time much better- 



 

Levi: now ya get it! Finally after how many fucking years? 

 

Lance: Shut up. 

 

-Levi groans yelling at Chris to get in there- 

 

Becca; Knock ‘em dead tiger. 

 

Levi: please Chris you can do this right? i won't yell, just don't 

piss me off like Lance is 

 

Chris: i know 

 

-Chris stumbles a couple of times and Lance gets angry that Levi 

isn't yelling at him at all- 

 

Director: And cut! Okay. lets do this one more time. 

 

-Lance wants to punch Levi- 

 
Inner Lance; Stupid cocky little bastard! 

@#%@#!!@#%!^^$#^%!!#$! 

 

Levi: alright lets get all the guys in there and run it from the top 

 

Joey: You heard the man. Lets go. 



 

Lance: -grumble grumble- 

 

-they all get in and they start filming.- 

 

Director; Good job everyone keep it up! 

 

Levi: yeah and NOW Lance doesn't screw up 

 

-Levi rolls his eyes and Lance holds back as much as he can until 

they are done with the rotating room. he storms over to Levi 

grabbing his arm and talking right in his face- 

 

Lance; What?! 

 

Levi: longest delayed reaction in the world -he rips his arm 

back- 

 

Lance; Seriously. What is going on!? I got everything right and 

yet you're still pissed 

 
Levi: because you suck. you hate me and you don't give any 

respect so why should i do that back to you? you don't deserve 

it. You are stuck up and want the best for yourself because 

NSYNC is the best. you are a horrible selfish person who needs 

to learn that not everyone is fucking perfect 

 



Lance: There is absolutely no pleasing you is there? I wanted to 

do a good job. I wanted to have someone experienced work with 

the group. And instead I end up working with a guy who disses 

me at every turn. 

 

Levi: i didn't start dissing you until you started to act like a snob 

when i offered to help you get better! ya know Wade started out 

as a rookie and he probably got ten times more respect then 

your giving me 

 

Lance; That's cause he's been leading dance stuff since he was 

still tied to his mommas apron strings. 

 

Levi: you don't know anything about me do you Bass! tell me, 

what was my life like before college huh? tell me 

 

Lance; How the hell should I know? I'm not interested in your 

past. 

 

Levi: then where do you have room to judge me?! -Lance shuts 

up and everyone else who is watching stares at them- just get 
ready for your damn car chase -Levi walks off- 

 

Chris: i think we continue this tomorrow Wade? 

 

Wade; Yeah. 

 



-Joey nudges Lance to get him moving- 

 

-Justin runs off to get Levi- 

 

Becca; Lets go hun. 

 

Chris: mkay. hotel here we come in big vans 

 

Joey: Lance you don't need to do anything about him. 

 

-Lance cocks his head to the side to see Levi and Justin. Levi’s 

crying- 

 

Jc: smooth move -says as he walks past with his bag- 

 

Lance; ugh. 

 

 

Inner Lance; Everyone sides with him. Nobody ever hears me. 

 

Jc: come on Lance they will be in the other car -Joey and Jc get 
him moving- 

 

-Justin holds Levi close to him and Levi wraps his arms around 

his waist, resting his chin on Justin’s shoulder- 

 

-Becca and Chris are already loaded in and Becca is sleeping 



next to Chris with her head on his shoulder- 

 

Justin: its gonna be okay Levi 

 

Levi: god i hope so -Levi sniffles and Justin rubs his back- 

 

Justin: come on 

 

-they walk out grabbing their bags. they get into the car and 

they all head to the hotel in silence- 

 

-in one room- 
 

Chris: Becca its gonna be oaky. just sleep 

 

Becca; I hope you're right. It's just that with Lance and Levi 

feuding it's causing the whole group to schism. And on top of 

that the results from the doctors office came back. 

 

Chris: were gonna have a baby huh 

 

Becca; yeah.  

 

-Chris wraps his arms around her pulling the blankets over 

them- 

 

Chris: i love you so much. i'll always be here with you 



 

Becca; I love you too. Let’s elope. We always talked about it as 

kids. 

 

Chris: mkay. i think its about time 

 

Becca: Day after the video is done. 

 

Chris: alright baby. go to sleep -he shuts his eyes- 

 

Becca; Night. -Snuggles up to him and goes to sleep- 

 

-meanwhile- 
 

Justin: oaky Levi you and Jc switch so you can be with me. i 

think its best 

 

-he stares at Lance who is already on a bed- 

 

Lance; Okay. 

 

Levi: Justin just go to bed i'll be fine alright? 

 

-Justin sighs and goes to his room. he tells Jc and Jc goes to 

Levi- 

 

Jc: if anything happens we will switch 



 

-Levi nods and goes into the room. Jc goes to his- 

 

-Levi throws his stuff against the wall sitting on the bed. Lance 

is watching Tv. Levi turns his head to the tv and watches too- 

 

Levi: favorite show 

 

Lance: Same here. 

 

-Levi strips down to his boxers and lies down on his bed- 

 

-They are quiet for an hour or so until the show ends. Then 

Lance turns the TV off and gets under the covers turning off his 

light. Levi does the same facing away from Lance- 

 

Lance; I'm sorry. -He says nothing else all night- 

 

Levi: my father abused me. my mom was an alcoholic. my sister 

got knocked up at 16 but was lucky that her boyfriend loved her 

a lot. my father tried to kill her boyfriend, but i step in and got 
the stab wound instead. he's in jail. my mother left me when i 

was 16. i had to raise myself in a trailer till i graduated high 

school, top of my class. only way i could make it in the world was 

to be really smart. got a scholarship and went to college and 

majored in psychology. i've always written songs and played the 

piano every time i got the chance. that’s why i was hired by jive 



because i'm very talented. i just... because of my past… you 

never gave me respect and i don't want to put up with it. i need 

this job so i can get money so i can further my education. Night 

Bass. 

 

-levi falls asleep- 

 

Lance; Night Levi. -he goes to sleep, unsure how to process all he 

had heard- 

 

-the next day- 
 

-levi didn't have a lot to do so he mainly talked with the model 

they were using- 

 

-Lance did what the director told him to do. Becca stayed at the 

break area and Chris seemed on edge the whole time.- 

 

-afterwards they stayed at the htoel untilt eh next day when 

they would head back to orlando- 

 

-lance watched as levi typed on his laptop- 

 

Lance: Whatcha typeing? 

 

Levi: my story 

 



Lance; Cool. 

 

Lance; How far are you into it? 

 

Levi: ehh i'm about to when i was five years old 

 

Lance: Cool. Well goodnight. 

 

Levi: night -levi keeps typing for about an hour then he puts his 

laptop away lying down in bed- lance ehard sniffling a while 

later- 

 

Lance: Need a tissue? 

 

Levi: maybe 

 

Levi: its just.......... writing i ahve to remember these meories 

and there is this one i'm not sure i should write or not 

 

Lance; Here ya go. -gets up and grabs the box and hands it to 

him- It's up to you if you write it but if you want itto do well then 
you should put as much as you can and be honest about it. 

 

Lance; Just do your best. 

 

-Lance sets the box down and goes back to bed- 

 



Levi: yeah but -he takes hte tissues sitt up and wiping his eyes- 

my mother thoguht it was funny when ehr and my dad got 

drunk to make me and my sister elarn about sex. my mom 

played with me and my dad my sister -he chokes a sob- 

 

Levi: i'm depressing don't listen to me 

 

-levi lies back down snuggling under the sheets- 

 

Inner Lance: That son of a bitch. It's hard to belive levi came 

from that. -goes to sleep- 

 

-the next morning- 

 

-levi goes intot eh bathroom staring at himself- 

 

Levi: i am pathedic 

 

-enter Wade- 

 

Director: You okay? 
 

Levi: i feel like crap. remind me to never write my bio at night 

 

Director; Okay. I'll be sure of that. And just for the record you 

did really well as far as makeing a first video goes. Alot of new 

guys and gals quit within the first half hour. 



 

Levi: yeah well ir eally need the money too. this is all i have so 

 

Director: Still you did good kid. 

 

Levi: thanks -levi tunrs on the shower water going and burshing 

his teeth- 

 

-the director leaves- 

 

-on the way to the airport- 

 

Becca; So the plan's all ready? 

 

Chris: yeah 

 

Joey: what plan? I want in. 

 

Becca: Nothing Joey. 

 

Joey; No it's something i want in. 
 

Becca; no Joey. Now get on the plane. 

 

-levi walks quietly and lance watches him- 

 

Justin: dude Lance you keep watching him whats up? 



 

Lance; I dunno. I guess we've kinda called a truce. 

 

Justin: alright thats very good. he seems depressed anything 

happen last night? or the night before because it just 

seems............... 

 

Lance; One sided heart to heart. Lets just leave it there. 

 

-they get on the plane- 

 

-levi stares out the window- 

 

Joey; You gonna be okay levi? 

 

Levi: yeah just reliving some memories thats all 

 

Joey; Okay. 

 

-the rest of the flight is relatively plesant with the guys all 

playing pranks on sleepy Jc- 
 

-even levi joins in- 

 

-Becca just sits reading a magazine- 

 

-once they land- 



 

Jc: I HATE YOU ALL! 

 

Joey; HAHAHAHA! SHARPIE FACE! 

 

Becca; I wondered where my drawing supplies went. 

 

Lance: MWAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA! 

 

Levi: dear god does he kill? -theya re running- 

 

Lance; No! But he hits! Just thank god he's not wearing cleets! 

 

-levi laughs and keeps running- 

 

Joey: Lets spilt up! Confuse him! Chris go that way! -he points 

in one direction and he speeds off in another- 

 

-chris runs off dragging a giggling jsutin behind him- 

 

Inner Becca: Good. looks like the plans going into effect sooner 
than expected 

 

-levi and lance keep going down turning around a corner. they 

run into some rooma dn lock the door hiding as jc runs past- 

 

Levi: heh we ditched him. god we are dorks 



 

Lance; Yeah. This is kind of a ritual for us. Everytime he falls 

asleep we do stuff to him. 

 

-levi looks at alnce- 

 

Levi: i fall asleep sometimes too 

 

Lance; Don't worry. You've got nothingto worry about. 

 

-levi grins and shakes his head chuckling. lance grins too 

watching levi- 

 

-they are like right next to each other- 

 

Lance: Give him aobut twenty minutes and he'll be calm enough 

we can get out. 

 

Levi: mkay. so what do we do now? 

 

Lance; I dunno. 
 

Levi: insult each other to pass the time? yeash you seriously 

called me a hippo or soemthing with glane problems 

 

Lance: yeah. I did. Sorry about that. 

 



Levi: sorry i said that you can't dance and i wished your mother 

had an abortion 

 

Lance; I'm sorry for saying you had no taste. 

 

Levi: you just really.......... can't dance -levi laughs- you 

probrobably are the most deticated to this group because you 

have to work extra hard and you still do this because you love it 

 

Levi: you would have given up a long time ago 

 

Lance; I can't dance worth shit anyways. 

 

Levi: you just fake it? 

 

Lance; yeah. 

 

-levi looks at the ground for a bit then lance tips his head up and 

leans closer- 

 

Levi: hi 
 

Lance; Hi. 

 

-lance leans in and kisses him quickly first then levi kisses him 

back only harder. levi puts his hand in lance's hair and lance 

pushes levi tot eh floor lying down between his legs- 



 

-they keep kissing- 

 

-twenty minutes later there's a knock- 

 

Joey: Guys are you in here? 

 

Joey; We need your help. 

 

Levi: why? -he didn't have any clothes on and neither did lance. 

they were lying on each toehr kissing more- 

 

Joey; We need to look for Crazy and Mommy. 

 

Levi: who? he looks at lance- 

 

Lance; Chris and Becca. 

 

Levi: we'll be out soon,t eh doors jammed and it will bea  while -

lance looks at elvi funny and he shrugs- 

 
Lance; Whatever works. 

 

-levi kisses lance again bucking his hips againt lance- 

 

Lance: How long should we stall? 

 



Levi: until ic um inside your ass -he whipers it into hsi ear and 

suck on his ear lobe- 

 

Lance: Naughty naughty. I like it. 

 

Levi: Come on big boy. -strokes Lance's shaft- I'm gonna make 

you squeal. 

 

Lance: Fuck me levi. 

 

-Levi spits on his handsticking one finger into Lance's ass and 

slwoly moveing- 

 

Levi: You like that Lancey? 

 

Lance; Fuck yes. Oh god please Levi more. 

 

Levi; No....I think I'll keep tortureing you like this for a few 

minutes. -continues to thrust for at least a minute before 

inserting another finger- 

 
Lance: Oh god yes. 

 

Levi: One more? 

 

Lance; Yes. Yes please Levi. Fuck me please! 

 



Levi: That's what I thought. -inserts another finger and 

continues thrusting until he spits on his other hand and wets his 

dick pushing it in and moveing slowly- 

 

Lance; Don't tease me Levi. Please faster. 

 

Levi: Nah. I think i'll keep going like this. I like to see you 

squirm. 

 

-for at least five to ten minutes levi continues like this until out 

of nowhere he speeds up and starts moveing fast and hard. One 

of his hands strokeing Lance's shaft- 

 

Levi: You like that don't you? 

 

Lance; Oh fuck yes! Fuck me! 

 

Levi; Of course. -continues- 

 

-several minutes later- 

 
Lance: dear god I'm so close!  

 

Levi: Nearly there. -with a loud moan Levi cums into Lance's ass 

and Lance cums spraying them both- 

 

Levi; Damn that was good. You're like a little kittne in bed. 



 

lance; Only when I'm bottom. 

 

Levi: -pulling out and laying next to Lance- I'll have to try that 

sometime then. -grins- 

 

Levi: now you should lick me off. i'll lick you off 

 

lance: Already on it. -is lapping it up like a kid would eat candy- 

 

Lance; Nummy. 

 

-once he's done levi pins lance back tot eh ground licking him 

and his cock clean- 

 

Levi: -stands up- your probably gonna shoot that cum out fo 

your ass one of these days. thats pretty hot -he dresses and 

grins at lance- i can get dirty i know. justin loves it 

 

Lance; I can see why. 

 
-lance stands and dresses- 

 

-Joey knocks again- 

 

Joey: Guys? Need me to call a locksmith? 

 



-once they are ready levi reaches to unlock the door but lance 

turns his around kissing him again- 

 

Levi: we just got it joe -levi grins licking lance's nose. he fixes his 

own hair dna unlocks the door going all drama- 

 

Levi: damn air freedom! -falls tot eh ground kissing the tiles- 

 

Lance; Finally! 

 

Lance; So no sign of the loonies? 

 

Levi: that is odd i wonder where the hell they could of poofed off 

to 

 

-meanwhile the lonneys- 

 

Joey: I haven't seen them. Jc and Justin are looking and i 

haven't heard from them. 

 

Chris: yes i do just can we sign the papers? 
 

Becca; Yes lets. 

 

Judge: Here ya go. -hands them- 

 

-chris signs them and hands them to becca watching as she 



signs them as well- 

 

Judge: Congrats you two. 

 

Chris: here becca give me your......... left hand is it? 

 

Becca; Customarily ys. 

 

-chris slides a big dimaon ring onto ehr ring finger- 

 

Chris: there 

 

Chris: and its real 

 

Becca; I never thought you go for that big a diamond. I love it. -

hugs Chris- 

 

Chris: come on the guys are probably wondering where we are 

 

Becca; Okay. 

 
-hugs her back kissing her and holding onto her hand- 

 

-chris pulls out his cell and calls up joey- 

 

-at the airport- 

 



Joey: Hang on guys. -answers cell- 

 

Justin: you gusy were seriously locked in there? smart! 

 

joey: Hello? 

 

-levi shrugs and hugs justin from behind- 

 

Chris: heynjoe 

 

Joey: Hey tricky. Where are ya? Your car's gone and your girl 

with it. 

 

Chris: we went and signed some papera so we are now married. 

sorry but we didn't want a huge deal out of it 

 

Justin: hey chris you can talk really loud and I WANTED TO BE 

YOUR BEST MAN! 

 

Chris: tell juju sorry 

 
Joey; Congrats. And Chris says sorry juju. 

 

-justin pouts and levi pats his shoulder- 

 

Levi: you'll ahve better luck at someone elses wedding 

 



Justin: still.......... 

 

-Lance is holding back a grin.- 

 

Joey; Well anyways we're all gonna be at Justin's place for 

drinks. So we'll see you two there? 

 

Justin: come on i'm horny lets go use the bathroom -justin drags 

levi away and lance's face falls. he forgot they are dating- 

 

Chris: yes we are on our way there now. and we have something 

else to tell you once we get there. see ya 

 

Joey: later. -hangs up- 

 

-chris hangs up getting into his car with becca- 

 

-at justin's- 

 

Becca: Do you think it's a good idea to tell them? 

 
-levi was sitting in justin's lap and justin had his arms around 

levi. lance couldn't believe levi would cheat on his best friend... 

and with him nonetheless so he was at fault too- 

 

Chris: yeah they need to know 

 



Jc: need to know what? 

 

Becca; But it's so early. Shouldn't we wait till we're sure it's 

going to make it? 

 

Jc: what makes it? 

 

Joey; Huh? 

 

Lance; Oh boy. 

 

Chris: becca they need to know so if it doesn't make it they will 

help us through 

 

Levi: she's prego isn't she? 

 

Jc: WHAT?! 

 

Becca; Bingo we have a winner. 

 

Chris: yeah we gonna ahve a baby thats also one of the reasons 
why we married 

 

Justin: congrats you two. and jc breath 

 

Joey; Wait...So this was a shotgun wedding? 

 



Jc: oh boy -rubs his neck- but i am happy for you two 

 

Becca: Ummm. 

 

Chris: it was a shotgun wedding of sorts but also we love each 

other and its been like ten years already 

 

Justin: i forgot you two are old 

 

Lance; That's right. The ten year plan. 

 

Levi: no justin your just a baby 

 

Becca; It's past your bedtime Justin. 

 

Justin: shut up -he chugs his beer and levi groans- 

 

Levi: your gonna get drunk and fuck my brians otu aren't you? 

 

Justin: bingo thats two things you have right levi 

 
-levi nods and drinks his beer. lance is mainly staring at his- 

 

Jc: lance cheer up having those two popping out kids isn't the 

end of the world, its just will cause me to have a heart attack at 

an early age 

 



-jc checks his pulse- 

 

Jc: my heart is already going faster 

 

Becca; Har har har. i'm haveing you babysit. 

 

-jc gulps but smiles- 

 

Joey; Hahahaha! 

 

Joey: On the downside now Kelly's gonna really want us to tie 

the knot. 

 

Jc: you guys have been together for like five years man. your 

the same age as levi there 

 

Jc: no wait a year older then him 

 

Levi: there ya go 

 

Joey: I'm just not sure i'm ready for that big a commitment. i 
mean with those two. -points at Chris and Becca- It's diffrent. 

 

Levi: you ont he ten year plan too? 

 

Joey; yeah.  

 



Levi: well i don't see myself getting amrried or commited to 

anyone yet 

 

Justin: same here -clicks his beer with levi's- 

 

Lance; Ditto. 

 

Jc: you and i are striaght buddy -puts hsia rm around lance- 

we'll find that girl someday -no one knew that lance fucked levi. 

he never been with a guy before- 

 

-levi chockes on his beer after that comment and justin pats his 

back- 

 

Justin: cough it up 

 

Lance; I dunno. I think i might just give up on girls and get a 

boyfriend. 

 

Jc: heh. you gay? you are not just keep looking for that girl. 

come on you have that luara chick your in love with right? 
 

Lance; Yeah I guess. She's a nice girl. 

 

Jc: ask her out come on -nudges lance- 

 

Lance: Yeah right. She wouldn't be able to handle haveing a 



celeb boyfriend. 

 

Becca: Chris said that about me and look at us now. 

 

Jc: dude hello! i've dated girls and they were able to handel it 

 

Lance; Alright alright I'll ask her. 

 

-levi plays with justin's shirt not believing he fucked a straight 

mana nd he liked it. god he felt like an ass- 

 

Levi: come on justin before you get too drunk 

 

Justin: poopy -levi drags him to his car- bye guys 

 

joey; Drive safe guys! 

 

Becca; Later! 

 

-jc wiggles his fingers at them- 

 
-justin and levi get back to justin's place and justin kisses levi 

inside and tot eh bedroom- 

 

-justin pins levi to the bed stripping his of his clothes- 

 

Levi: justin i have to tell you something 



 

Justin: what? -he stops sucking on levi's nipples- 

 

Levi: i......... uh............ ya know when lance and i were locked in 

that roomt rying to get out? 

 

Justin: yeah -chuckles- that was funny 

 

Justin: and with how you two have been acting latly with 

arguing and shit it was probably good for ya right? 

 

Levi: the door was locked because i locked it. i said it was 

jammed because lance and i were having sex 

 

-justin stares at levi's chest- 

 

Justin: wait you......... cheated? 

 

Levi: you could say it like that -levi sits up and justin stares him 

in the face- 

 
Justin: why? 

 

Levi: i don't know. maybe because i told lance about my life and 

he just took it without yelling then he just started to act more 

nicer to me and one thing led to another and................. 

 



Justin: i......... -justin stands up sitting down on the bed- god i 

can't beleive it. and with someone who is striahgt? 

 

Levi: that shocked me too okay? i don't know but lance seemed 

to really enjoy what my hand was doing so............. maybe he 

isn't fully straight 

 

Justin: he liked laura alot i know that. he always talks about her 

and he needs to ask her out 

 

Levi: okay man! i'm not trying to steal him away or make him 

gay we just fucked each other thats it. and i feel bad............. 

 

Justin: you should. i think you should head back to your place 

i'll see ya later 

 

-levi stands up putting hsi shirt back on leaving- 

 

-the next day- 

 

Chris: okay so we are to keep working on what song now Wade? 
 

Wade; yeah. 

 

-he drops his bag down int he corner. levi was leaning against 

the wall and justin was sitting, both across the room from each 

other- 



 

Wade: We're working on it's gonna be me now since that's what 

your next video is gonna be on. 

 

Jc: goody and that should be next month. man tour is coming 

closer nad we are working harder then before 

 

Wade: And already the press is following your every move and 

spreading the stupidest roumors. 

 

Justin: name one 

 

Wade; Figured you ask so I bought one of the supermarket 

tabolids. Here. -on the cover it mentions Chris and Becca and an 

arrow saying 'tell tale bump'- 

 

Chris: oh thats true. her and i got married yesterday, quicka nd 

simple signing, and are gonna ahve a baby. it was sort of a 

shotgun wedding, but its more that the kid made us know it was 

time to get amrried since we ahve been together ten years 

 
Wade; Woah....That explains the ring. And why Becca's not here 

today. So you're not gonna tell the public yet then? 

 

Chris:w ait until absolutly nessasary 

 

Wade; Got it. Okay back to busniess. Okay people from the top! -



starts the music- 

 

-they run bye bye bye fully with singing and space cowboy with 

singing. they run space cowboy witht eh singing a few times 

then move onto its gonna be me- 

 

-levi seems to be having problems with justin and lance 

oviously. levia nd alnce start to argue again and justin is 

avoiding levi- 

 

Levi: god i should just quit and find some other job 

 

Wade: Levi take the day off. Okay guys lets try this again. 

 

-levi grabs his stuff and leaves jsutin watching as he goes 

through the mirror- 

 

Jc: ever since we hired levi something has always been up with 

him and one of us. i think you should fire him wade 

 

Wade: This kid need the work. I'm gonna give him a few weeks 
off to cool his head and give him another chance. Then if it 

dosen't work out I'll tell him to go back to Jive and find another 

band to work with. 

 

CHris: levi si a great dancer and has helped us alot more. i think 

we are better dancers now with Levi 



 

Justin: i don't know can we just shut up about him and focus on 

its gonna be me?! 

 

Wade: Okay. Lets start from the second chorus. 

 

-levi goes abck to his apartment and showers staring at his 

laptop- 

 

Levi: god writing all of this is making me so emotional and shit. i 

can't write anymore -levi deletes his autobiography- besides my 

life ain't anything special i'll writing it int he future 

 

Levi: just keep it to myself 

 

-the next days drag on- 

 

-it seems weird not having levi there- 

 

-Lance finally asks Laura out and brings her to the studio a 

couple of times. She's okay but the guys don't like her as much 
as they did Levi- 

 

-during one of the rehearsals justin grabs his stuff in the middle 

of it and leaves- 

 

Jc: what the hell Justin? 



 

Chris: let him go he's had shit on his mind for a while now 

 

Jc: uhg -jc bangs his head against the wall a few times- 

 

Laura; I thought you did good. 

 

Lance; Thanks. 

 

-justin goes to levi's apartment and when levi answers it he is in 

jeans a t-shirt and has glasses on- 

 

Levi: Justin? 

 

Justin: hi. um.... whats witht eh glasses? 

 

Levi: contacts are out. waiting for my perscription to be filled 

 

-justin nods- 

 

Justin: can i come in? 
 

-levi opens the door wdier lettin gjustin walk past. he sees levi's 

piano coverd in music sheets- 

 

Justin: i see you've been writing 

 



Levi: yeah 

 

-justin goes over and reads some of the titles- 

 

Justin: Gone? tell me tell me baby? 

 

Levi: yeah just some stuff 

 

Justin: 'just been sittin here, can't get you off my mind, i've tried 

my best to be a mana nd be strong' -justin is singing it he can 

sight read well- 

 

Levi: uh-huh. 

 

Justin: sounds like me -justin looks at levi- ya know we all miss 

you. i think lance misses yelling at you 

 

-levi chuckles- 

 

Justin: we want you back 

 
Levi: oh dear your gonna start singing aren't you? 

 

Justin: 'your all i ever wanted'- justin goes over singing inf ront 

of levi who chuckles- 'your all i ever needed, yeah. so tell me 

what to do now when i want. you. back' -justin leans in kissing 

levi softly running his hand through his hair- 



 

Levi: nice ending 

 

Justin: come on you like working with us and we want to give 

you another chance 

 

Levi: well i think i've been moddy and stuff because one, lance 

being an ass. two, you and i breaking up. three, me writing my 

autobiography has been making me emotional so i stoped and 

deleted it. i'll writing someday.... maybe 

 

Justin: will you be my boyfriend? -he whispers it into his ear 

licking levi's ear. levi smiles and rubs justin's arms- 

 

Levi: you forgive me? 

 

Justin: i think you suffered enough without me bugging you 

 

-levi smiles and kisses justin- 

 

Levi: alright. i'll come back. 
 

-happy music here- 

 

Justin: good boy. now take a break from writing and make some 

love with me hwos't hat sound 

 



Levi: sounds liek a plan. -levi pulls justin to his room- 

 

Justin: i leave the glasses on you look so sexy with them -justin 

pins levi tot he bed lying down between his legs kissing him. levi 

runs his hands up and down justin's back kissing him back and 

bucking his hips against justin. justin bucks back moaning- 

 

-now sexy music- 

 

-slowly they strip and levi fucks justin slowly rubbing his cock- 

 

-justin moans and once they finish they end up sleeping- 

 

-finally the tour starts. Becca and Chris have managed to keep 

the pregnancy a secret even though Becca's starting to show. 

levi and Lance seemed to have called a truce but they're still not 

buddies...yet- 

 

-laura goes on tour with thema dn wade has levi go with them on 

the tour to help them out with their warm ups. levi agrees but 

then he can be with justin more- 
 

-Becca goes but only because Chris wants to make sure she'll be 

okay- 

 

-at their first show- 

 



-warm up time- 

 

Joey; We're off to see the teenies! The wonderful teenies who 

help us pay our bills! 

 

Wade; Okay start warming up guys you know what to do. 

 

Levi: should we ahve them get use to going on stage witht eh 

strings attached to thema nd crap? 

 

Chris: I DON'T WANT TO BE INT EHA IR LONGER THEN I AHVE 

TO! 

 

I DON'T WANT TO BE IN THE AIR LONGER THEN I HAVE TO! 

 

Becca; Chris you'll be fine. 

 

Lance; yeah. The tech guys know what they're doing. 

 

Levi: so lets just get you guys ont eh strings without the 

constumes and see if you guys have that aprt down. we haven't 
partised that aprt much 

 

-they strap in chris and the other guys and chris whimpers 

when they are hovering way up high- 

 

Chris: god if you love me you'll keep my ailve for the brith of my 



child 

 

Becca; Just don't look down babe! 

 

-chris looks down and screams- 

 

God; Fine fine. But i just love watching you squirm. 

 

Chris: GET ME DOWN NOW JSUT START THIS SHOW ALREADY 

COME ON PLEASE! 

 

Joey; Not until the teens and thier parents with the money 

arrive. 

 

Levi:a lright guys look like marrionettes already and we will 

start it 

 

-they do so and levi giggles- 

 

Levi: you all look so pathedic without the make up 

 
Chris: just START IT ALREADY! 

 

Becca; Hey! That's my kids father you're talking abut. 

 

Laura; Don't diss Lance! 

 



Levi: okay. so you guys are lowered to the stage slowly -the tech 

guys do so- 

 

Levi: okay now you slowly release the harnesses. follow me and 

wade here guys -levi and wade do the movements witht he guys 

until they are loose then the music starts up and they jump and 

do their thing- 

 

-levi claps and the music shuts off- 

 

Levi: oaky one more time lets see if you guys can do it without 

us helping 

 

-see inr ehearsal they had to practise without the harnesses- 

 

Chris: meep 

 

Becca; Don't worry baby. 

 

-they set them up againa nd chris keeps saying dear god dear 

god dear god- 
 

Levi: chris if you don't get use to this by the end of the tour you 

are pathedic 

 

Wade; Chris the kids are gonna hear that during the show. 

 



Chris: i'm trying to get it out of my system! 

 

-aren't us writers just mean to poor chris?- 

 

-uh huh. but we love him anyways. it's tough love- 

 

Levi: alright from the top! 

 

-they end up running it two mroe times before they keep going 

running the whole no strings attached- 

 

-levi watches them all closely and once it ends they all clap for 

them- 

 

-even the in utero fetus- 

 

Levi: damn you can finally dance Bass bravo 

 

Lance: Thanks. 

 

Levi: alright lets run throught eh whole concert. what song is 
next? i keep forgetting 

 

Wade: It's gonna be me. 

 

Levi: no i think tis iw ant you back 

 



Wade; Either way lets get to work people! 

 

Jc: alright 

 

-they runt he whole show and laura is bidazald by lance. then 

they have the finally one (duh duh DUH) bye bye bye- 

 

Levi: can you do this one Bass? 

 

Lance: I'm pretty sure. 

 

Levi:a rlight here we go you come in with the clokes on and you 

do that weird jedi thingy, thats what i think its like, then the 

msuic starts up your backs tot eh audience 

 

-they start he music and levi stares closly at lance- 

 

-Lance is doing fairly well only sliping up minorly- 

 

-whent he crotch grab part comes up laura is staring at lance so 

he grabs it extra har dand thrusts really good and she giggles- 
 

-and levi was staring at alnce the whole time so that really blew 

him back- 

 

Inner Becca; Damn this girl is a ditz. 

 



-becca was staring at chris and moans when he does it but he 

wasn't grabbing ahrd- 

 

Inner Laura: What a slut. No wonder she got pregnant. 

 

-once it ends allt he crew calps for nsync- 

 

Levi: Lance can ia sk you soemthing? 

 

Lance; Ummm. What? 

 

Levi: you better do that crotch grab like that in the show. went 

we get to new york and tape this show i'm gonna ahve them 

zoom in on it 

 

Levi: man i never knew the little innocent lance bass had it in 

him. 

 

Lance; I'm full of suprizes. 

 

Levi: alright go shower calm down take meds whatever i don't 
care just the show starts in a few hours and the crew has to 

finishs etting up 

 

Lance; Right. -smiles and leaves- 

 

-chris runs over to becc anda laura runs to lance jumping on 



him- 

 

Chris: how did i do baby? 

 

Becca; You were fantastic. -smiles- Only other times i'e seen that 

look on your face aws when we went to the empire state building 

and when we had sex our first time. 

 

CHris: shut up -he smiles and kisses her- i need to shower come 

with me -he drags her off- 

 

Laura; Eww. Lancy they talked about 'that' in public. 

 

-meanwhile justin is talking with levi and when no one is looking 

slaps his ass saying to join him in the shower- 

 

Lance; Don't worry about it laura. They're not from the south. 

 

Laura; I guess I can understand. But people from Mississippi 

talk about it too. 

 
Lance; They're not 'traditional' people. 

 

-when they walk down the hall they see justin and levi heading 

intot eh showers but justin has his hand on levi's ass and is 

sucking on his neck. levi is laughing- 

 



-laura is also against being gay- 

 

Laura; Oh my god....Lance are they? 

 

-and she knows about justin and britney- 

 

Lance; yeah. 

 

Laura; But isn't he dateing britney? I mean cheating is wrong to 

begin with but with another man? 

 

Lance; Laura you need to understand. Britney is just a coverup 

for Justin. 

 

Laura; no. He needs to realizse. Both of them need to realizse 

that what they're doing is wrong. They need help. You're thier 

friend Lance why don't you help them. 

 

lance; Laura. I learned a long time ago that they're nothing 

wrong with them. I've learned to deal with it. You need to as 

well. You don't have to like it. But you need to be respectful. 
 

Laura: But I can't. I can't do that. 

 

Lance; Then I can't be with you. I'm sorry Laura but if it comes 

down to you or my best friends I have to choose them. 

 



Laura: Fine. 

 

lance; Fine you won't or fine you will. 

 

Laura; I'll try.  

 

Lance; Okay. 

 

-meanwhile justin already has levi pinned against the wall in the 

shower- 

 

-later while theya re getting amke upa dns tuff down britney 

spears shows up- 

 

Britney: hey yal! 

 

Becca; Hey Brit. 

 

Joey: Hey! 

 

Jc: oh boy theres our pop princess -he kisses her cheek- how ya 
doin? 

 

Lance; Good to see you. 

 

Britney: i'm doing great. now where is my 'boyfriend'? 

 



Laura; Oh my god. 

 

Lance; He's with his. 

 

Britney: how dare that boy cheat -but she is smiling- i haven't 

met this Levi boy i need to meet him 

 

-levi pushes justin out and justin is yelling about his hair not 

being done- 

 

-Laura's face falls and she looks unhappy- 

 

Levi: come on dork! 

 

Justin: but but......... -he smiels hwen he sees britney- hey doll 

 

Britney: hi baby -she kisses him- now i ehard your cheeting on 

me with someone 

 

Levi;y uor cheeting on me with ehr?! -levi pretends to have a 

lisp- how dare you Timberlake! 
 

Justin: hey hey hey don't fight over me you can share me both! 

 

-the guys and Becca laugh but Laura remains silent- 

 

-britney pretends to slap justin but she hugs levi- 



 

Britney: tis nice to finally meet you 

 

Justin: uhg this is what the famous pop star is treated - 

abousive! -he pretends to cry running back intot eh bathroom to 

finish with his make up- 

 

Levi: yeah you do. and it nice to meet Britney Spears 

 

Jc: aren't we all diva's at heart -he goes back intot he bathroom 

too- 

 

Chris: come on becca you need to finish me face -they head back 

in. lance follows them with joey and levi scurries in to make 

sure they are just right. britney stays out to talk with Laura- 

 

Britney: and you are Lance's girlfriend? its nice to meet you -she 

smiles- 

 

Laura; Same here. 

 
-she shakes Britney's hand and smiles but it's fake- 

 

Britney: its weird to date someone who is a pop sensation. i 

would know -she giggles- but lance is a great guy and your lucky 

to have him. i've known him since they got the group together 

and he was just a southern sweetheart. 



 

Britney: but then again he can also be a kinky southern man too 

-she laughs- 

 

Larua; We've known eachother for a while. It's a diffrent world 

but i guess I just need to grow accustomed to it. 

 

Britney: you'll get sue to it. you'll get to be i magazines too so 

you'll ahve to get use to having people reconize you adn want to 

know you 

 

Laura: Well I don't want to become popular for the wrong 

reasons. 

 

Britney: you won't. you'll get popular for being the lucky girl 

who gets Lance Bass 

 

-britney sits down and corsses her legs- 

 

Laura; And to the world you're the lucky girl with Justin 

Timberlake. 
 

Britney: yea. we are really good friends and when he asked me 

out for the first time i was liek 'oh my god'. then i found out he 

was gay and he was really depressed but i held him and i told 

him i would help him keep it hiden until he was ready to come 

out. he's a great mana dn Levi is hot! justin ahs good taste in 



men, just like i do -she laughs- 

 

Laura; You're very brave for doing that. But I can't see you 

staying around him after that. 

 

Britney: he's my best friend i would do this for any of the guys 

 

laura; But. After he told you that it's not just you that it's all 

women... 

 

Britney: so? being gay is natural. there is nothing wrong with it 

and justin is happy. he's not ready to tell the world about hsi 

sexuality so i'm here to help him out. besides i like being with 

justin more adn talking to him about guys i'm seeing behind the 

scenes. i love ahve gay friends theya re so grea tot alk to -she 

pulls her hair into a paony tail- 

 

laura; I just don't understand it. I want to get along with all the 

guy I really do. i just can't get past that. 

 

Britney: you don't ahve to like it. just show him repect. look past 
the fact he would rather have cock then pussy 

 

laura; I think i just need to educate myself better. Ignorance is 

often the source of all porblems. 

 

Britney: yeah read up on it. talk with justin even he'll tell you 



mroe about what he feels about it -just then the guys all come 

out all ready. levi comes out with curl line mustase and gote 

drawn onto his face- 

 

Levi: becca got bored once she finished chris 

 

Joey: She does this. Just be glad she used washible markers. 

One time before I gre out my beard she airbrushed my face with 

all there girly marks. 

 

Lance; That was funny as heck. 

 

Becca; Yeah. Maybe I should do that to Levi. I want to test out 

my new ink colors. 

 

Levi: uh uh this is enough 

 

Becca: awwwww-ow. 

 

Becca; Please don't kick mommy while she's working. 

  
Levi: i look like a dork don't i? 

 

Laura; yes. But the gotee is a nice touch. 

 

Justin: you look sexy -justin kisses levi- i don't want to screw up 

my make up though 



 

Levi: you guys are on soon so we ahve to go get you hooked up. 

you'll be hanging there for about ten minutes so........... 

 

-chris whimpers- 

 

Becca; Chris man up. You'll be fine. -kisses him.- Knock em dead. 

 

Chris: okay. lets hope i don't land on them and really knock 

them dead 

 

laura; Break a leg Lance. 

 

Levi: don't jink it! 

 

wade: Guys! On stage now! 

 

Levi: come come! 

 

Justin: don't remind me -levi groans and justin laughs. britney 

kisses them all good luck- 
 

Britney: don't break a leg lance 

 

-they head to the back stage area where they hook them up 

sending them up intot eh cieling where they basically wait there 

until they are all ready- 



 

-chris hates it- 

 

-he's screaming for them to start the show- 

 

-jc and justin dance a bit scaring chris- 

 

-joey pushes on chris and he screams for them to cut it out. 

lance just stays there laughing- 

 

-soont he show starts and soon the show ends- 

 

Levi: that was fun 

 

Justin: god i'm beat but damn i wish we could do mroe! 

 

Lance; yeah. I thought Chris was gonna start crying. 

 

Joey; yeah. And those girls screaming!  

 

Chris: shut it. come on lets stripa nd get to the buses 
 

Becca; Yay the first part! 

 

-they take off their costumes wearing sweats and wife ebaters 

with toels still sweating- 

 



Levi: come on guys tot eh buses go go go 

 

Becca; Race you to the back room Chris! 

 

-he pushes them all out of the room and they jog tot he buses. 

laura runs with lance- 

 

Chris: becca your carrying a kid there can you seriously run 

your showing big time your five months along 

 

Chris: i still love you though 

 

Becca: I'll be fine. 

 

Britney: i forgot you are pregnate oh i can't wait 

 

baby: kick 

 

Chris; lets just walk honey 

 

Becca; Fine. 
 

-chris takes her hand and they walk- 

 

Laura; I love babies. I want one eventaully but I want to wait till 

I'm married. 

 



-levi grabs his bag and heads out a while after them. one of the 

body gaurds come up to him saying there was someone who 

made it apst security- 

 

Levi: okay i'll hurry to my bus. thanks man 

 

inner levi: crazy fans 

 

-he runs to the bus but then someone grabs him pushing hima 

gainst the wall- 

 

Person: where is NSYNC? 

 

Levi: dude seriously let me go -levi jabs his elbow into the guy 

and he grunts falling back. levi takes off running then he starts 

hearing gun shots- 

 

Levi: holy shit! 

 

-the girls scream- 

 
Levi: start hte damn busses already! -levi jumps onto one of 

them not carring if it was his or not- 

 

Joey; What the hell was that! 

 

lance; Like I would know! 



 

Levi: damn it i'm ont he wrong bus -he landed on lance and 

joey's- 

 

Joey; it shouldn't matter as long as you're alive. Are you okay? 

 

Levi: some dude grabs me wondering where nsync is i jabs him 

int eh gut her grunts i run he shoots. uhg i need sleep 

 

he grunts 

 

Joey; You can have my bunk. I'll take the couch. 

 

-meanwhile justin was flipping out wondering why they elft and 

levi isn't on his bus with jc and himself- 

 

Levi: i'll take the couch man i have to call justin so he doesn't 

have a heart attack 

 

-and Laura is hysterical- 

 
-lance is holding her comforting her as best he can- 

 

lance; laura baby calm down. 

 

laura; Who would wnatto do something as horrible as that? 

Who? 



 

-levi calls up justin- 

 

Lance: I don't know. 

 

Justin: OH MYG FDOA RE YOU OKAY PLEASE TELL ME YOU 

AREN'T HURT?! 

 

-levi pulsl the phone from his ear wincing- 

 

Levi: justin don't scream i'm fine i ran ontot he nearest bus and 

its lance and joe's 

 

Justin: oh thank god. next rest stop we'll have you get ont his 

one mkay? 

 

Levi; yeah i know. just breath and get some rest. bye babe 

 

Justin: later doll 

 

-they hang up- 
 

Levi: well justin is doing fine. should i check up on chris? 

 

Joey; That's probably a good idea. 
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Levi: why don't you do it joe your closer to chris then i am 

 

Joey: yeah. -he calls Chris- 

 

Joey: Come on man pick up. 

 

Chris: hello? 

 

Joey; Chris are you and Rebecca okay? 

 

Chris: eyah she's just freaking out 

 

Joey: Okay. Good to hear. Lance is already calling the police 

tohugh no doubt a ton of people already have. They're gonna 

want to talk to us in the morning. 

 

Chris: alright. i got to calm done becca before she goes into labor 

or soemthing 

 

Joey; don't think about that dude. 
 

-he hangs up- 

 

-chris hangs up and lies down holding becca- 

 

-the baby is kicking like crazy due to all the excitement.- 



 

-chris rubs her stomach whispering things into her ear- 

 

-the next rest stop- 

 

Lance; Well the girls are scared to leave the busses and all hell 

has broken loose it seems. 

 

Justin: oh god i missed you! -justin runs over grabbing levi- 

 

Jc: uhg justins eriously was freaking out chew his nails and his 

lip and.......... oh boy 

 

joey; Don't forget guys. The police are going to be talking to us 

late today. 

 

Levi: i'm okay yeah i had to see you too 

 

-levi rubs jsutin's back as he pulls away and hugs him from 

behind- 

 
Justin: i think they will probably talk with Levi more 

 

Joey; Yeah. 

 

Levi: well all i have to tell them is some guy wearing a pink 

mask jumped me wanting NSYNC. and the body gaurd leon told 



me someone got apst security and i told him i'd get ot eh buses 

soon 

 

-justin kisses levi's neck holding his tightly- 

 

Joey; What kind of idot tries to kill someone wearing a pink 

mask? 

 

Justin: jsut glad you ain't hurt thats all i care about 

 

Jc: that is just weird but britney called too saying she saw 

someone with a pink mask on as she elft to ehr limo 

 

Jc: she thought it was jsut some weird fan 

 

Chris: someone with a pink mask doesn't seem frightening. thats 

probably why he amde it past and didn't seem like a terrorist 

 

Levi: he seemed like a gay terrorist to me 

 

Joey: I'm officially scared of pink unless it's something else if 
you know what I mean. 

 

-the police finall arrive- 

 

Jc: your have a dirty mind -jc grins- 

 



-justin pulls away from levi and stands next to him. he did want 

to risk being outed- 

 

Officer; Hello. I'm Officer Walker and this is Officer Smith. We're 

here to ask you a few questions. 

 

Levi: mkay 

 

-levi explains everything that happened to him, then jc tells 

them what britney told him yesterday on his cell phone- 

 

-questions are asked and answered- 

 

Officer Walker; Alright. Thank you for your time. as a 

precaution we'll be placeing extra security around the backstage 

area. We'll also be keeping watch in the crowd. 

 

Justin: thank you 

 

Officer Ross; It's nothing. 

 
CHris: i think johnny would have done that too 

 

Officer Walker: He was the one who suggested it. We were going 

to put security around the whole stage area but that's already 

done. And we were gonna check evry guest that came but that's 

already done and we don't want to scare the teens. So yeah. 



 

Jc: mkay. thank you again and we really need to get going 

 

Chris: it probably was some dude who really wanted to see 

NSYNC 

 

-the officers go- 

 

Joey; i'd agree with you chirs only theres one problem. A guy. 

 

Chris: his kid maybe? his girlfriend? maybe trying to get NSYNC 

to see them or whatever. come on i need to get back to becca -he 

hops onto his and her's bus- 

 

Joey; But the fact he was shooting at us makes no sense. -he gets 

on his and Lance's bus- 

 

-lance already got on and was takeing a nap- 

 

Justin: come on baby -holds levi's hadn as he and jc get on their 

bus- 
 

-justint akes levi intot eh abcka dn jc apsses out ont he couch 

snoring- 

 

Justin: god i'm just glad your oaky -he kisses levi ahrd running 

his hand down his back- 



 

Levi: i'll be fine juju -kisses him back- 

 

-the next few shows are okay. there's some tensity because of all 

the extra security but on the bright side no creeps in pink 

masks- 

 

-one night levi and justin are backstage levi hooking justin up 

and justin can't help but kiss levi passiontetly before levi leaves 

to make sure the others are all set. levi smiles and kisses justin 

back- 

 

-little did they know someone was there from press and had a 

camera- 

 

Chris: geta r oom you two 

 

Jc: dirty boys 

 

Lance; I hate to say this Chris but you have no room to talk. 

 
Levi: shut it now yal DON'T break a leg 

 

Joey; ooooooh 

 

-levi runs off- 

 



-the show starts and ends. still no creep in pink mask- 

 

-the next day though justin enarly has a heart attack from what 

he sees on TV. levi nearly passes out and jc calls upt he otehrs to 

turn the tv on- 

 

Justin: oh god i can't be out i'm not ready 

 

Lance: Oh god. 

 

Laura; This is aweful. 

 

-levi fell tot he floor and was staring at the ceiling- 

 

Chris: shit 

 

Becca; I can't belive the paparazzi got in. 

 

Joey: Talk about a terrible camera angel. 

 

-levi gets to his feet and sits down next to justin- 
 

Wade: -scilence- 

 

Justin: god what is it going to do to us? 

 

-wade shares a bus with chris and becca- 



 

Levi: i don't know but i think Johnny will want us to either lie or 

some out in a interview 

 

-justin buries his face in levi's neck- 

 

-a few hours later Johnny calls.- 

 

-he wants to talk to levi NOW- 

 

-levi takes the phone and begins getting yelled at by johnny for 

doing thsi to justina dn amking him gay. levi couldn't eveng eta  

wrod in then johnny tells him he is fired and hangs up. levi 

drops the phone to the ground- 

 

Levi: i couldn't even get a word in............................ -levi covers 

his face- 

 

Justin: baby what did he say? 

 

Levi: he fired me and wants me to leave ASAP 
 

Justin: god he can't do that you aren't leaving 

 

Jc: uhg i'll call johnny back and see what the hell i can get into 

him 

 



-levi just lies dwon int he back and justin holds him- 

 

-they reach a rest stop and they all get together on one of the 

buses- 

 

Chris: he can't fire you like that. i recall justin was gay long 

before you showed up 

 

Jc: and justin kissed you first 

 

-justin had levi in his lap and levi looked tired- 

 

Lance; Yeah. Johnney knew about Justin long before you came 

into the picture. 

 

Levi: johnny said i was the one who made him gay. he sounds 

liek he never knew justinw as gay 

 

Chris: well we never said anything to him we just thought he 

knew 

 
Joey apparently not. 

 

Wade: Justin I think you need to talk to Johnny about this and 

explain to him. 

 

Levi: i don't think johnny is going to hire me back though 



 

Justin: he will and i will talk with him. give me the phone 

 

-levi pulls out his cell handing it to justin- 

 

-justin goes into the back and calls up johnny- 

 

Justin: pick up 

 

-Johnny answers- 

 

Johnny: What? 

 

Justin: listen johnny you can't fire Levi. i was gay long before h 

ever showed up 

 

Johnny; Is that so? 

 

Justin: yes britney has helped be my cover up so i don't get 

outed and for some reason press got ina nd was taking photo's 

 
Johnny: Well then that's a diffrent story. 

 

Justin: you can just go jumping to conclusions and yelling at my 

boyfriend then firing him when he needs this job so much 

 

Johnny: I'll apologize to Levi and re-hire him. But justin....Next 



time you have a secret like this make sure I know so that I don't 

freak out like this again. 

 

Justin: we thought you knew 

 

Johnny: It's like you said. Don't jump to conclusions. 

 

-justin chuckles- 

 

Justin: your evil. now i want you to talk with levi -justin walks 

over to levi ahnding himt he phone- 

 

Levi: hello? 

 

Johnny: Levi. About what I said about you being fired. Well 

forget that. You're keeping your job here and I won't take no for 

an answer. You hear me? 

 

Levi: yes sir 

 

johnny: Good. Now I've got a meeting so i'll talk to you guys 
later. Tell Chris i want him to call me later on. -hangs up- 

 

Levi: mkay. he has a meeting and chris call him later 

 

-levi puts his phone away- 

 



Chris: goody.......... 

 

-after the show- 

 

Chris: okay calling johnny now -sits downa nd dials. levia dn 

justina re making out int he bathroom so they won't be leaving 

for a while. lance and laura are also making out somewhere- 

 

-Becca is in the shower. She's showing bigtime so she's been 

avoiding the press like the plague. Joey is watching porn on his 

bus and Lance is in bed- 

 

-chris waits for johnny to pick up. he was in the game room 

trying not to ehar the moans coming from the bathr oom- 

 

Johnny: Hello? 

 

Chris: hey johnny. you wanted me to call so............ 

 

Johnny: Yeah. When are you and Becca planning on coming 

clean to the public? 
 

Chris: i don't know yet. i guess since justin is going to come clean 

in soem interview your probably going to set up i might as well 

come clean then too. everyone has a secret to tell 

 

-chris was sarcastic on that last part- 



 

Johnny; Okay. You guys have an interview in a week or so with 

people so that might be the best time to tell.  

 

Chris: goddy i get my own paragrpah 

 

paragraph 

 

johnny: Aren't you the lucky dog. I gotta go. I'll talk to you later. 

 

-chris hears a low groana dn knows that ain't justin- 

 

Chris: bye -he hangs up shuttering- you two hurry up! 

 

Justin: almost -gasp- alright here we come 

 

Levi: we just did 

 

-chris shutters and soon they come out of the bathroom 

grinning. chris exsagerates another shutter- 

 
Justin: shut up thats what i did whenever i saw you and becca. i 

ahve to ehar you two alot 

 

Becca: Chris stop it.  

 

Chris: oh good your out of the shower. lets roll out i need tot alk 



to you becca 

 

-they head out to their buses- 

 

Becca: What is it? 

 

Chris: johnny says we have an interview with People magazine 

in a week 

 

Chris: i told him i would tell them about us 

 

Becca; What. Chris....Are you sure this is a good idea? 

 

Chris: becca we know this baby isn't going to die at all. becca you 

know that with my fame i ahve to tell people about things 

because i don't want horrible rumors going around 

 

Becca; i know. I'm just scared. You know the press is going to 

hound us constantly when they find out. 

 

Chris: yes i know but i won't let them get to us. with this security 
boot every since that pink masked guy we will be fine 

 

Becca: I hope you're right. They still haven't caught him. I just 

want to know what he was after and why he was shooting us. 

 

CHris: technically it was levi so......... -chris lies becca down onto 



her side and he spoons her- i love you wife 

 

Becca; I love you too husband. 

 

-the next week- 

 

Levi: good luck on the interview and bass you better not bash 

me -levi glares- 

 

Lance; I won't I'll say you're hard on us but you're a good 

instructor. 

 

Joey; Yeah. it's true Levi. 

 

Levi: yeah right -levi kisses justin and heads intot eh building 

with them- 

 

-the interview progresses- 

 

-they finally get to justin about the thing with levi and he 

explaisn everything starting when he first dated britney- 
 

-levi stays behind scenes- 

 

Lance; We all knew. And we're cool with it. Justin's our little 

brother. We can't hate him. 

 



joey: Yeah. He likes dick and we're fine with it. 

 

Chirs: yes... wait is he allowed to say that? then i should be able 

to say -justin covers chris's mouth- 

 

interviewer Lady; And Chris. There have been some roumors 

flying around about you. Care to comment? 

 

Chris: oaky so this is what happened. most liely the condom 

broke alright? then when we found out for sure we went in and 

had a simple 'sign the papaers and you married' thing going on. 

justin wishes he was my best man, but ah well. -justin pouts- so 

yes we were on the ten year plan and it was time for us to 

amrry. i love her with all my heart and can't wait to be a father 

 

Chris: if your wondering she's five months prego 

 

Chris: almost six 

 

Jc: yes and i'm going to have a heart attack when that kid comes 

 
joey; Shut it Jayce. 

 

-justin and lance laugh at jc's comment- 

 

Lance: Didn't you say Justin was the godfather? 

 



Chris: oh yep jsutin is gonna be its godfather 

 

Joey: Feel better Juju? 

 

Justin:a hh i lvoe you too chris! -justin tries to kiss chris but 

chris stumbles and falls off hsi chair tot eh ground with justin on 

top of him. levi chuckles and lance cracks up- 

 

Justin: your going down too bass -justin pulsl alnce down tot eh 

ground- 

 

-lance grabs a hold of joey who grabs jc. they all fall downa nd 

chris is ont he bottom- 

 

lance: Aaaaarrgh! Help me Joey1 

 

Joey; No way this is too funny. 

 

Jc: i ahte you bass -jc is on top 

 

-people were taking pictures- 
 

-finally the interview comes to and end. the guys all get back on 

the bus and get back on the road- 

 

Levi: yeash you guys ahve too much energy 

 



Justin ays the guy who wanted to fuck all night and see who 

would pass out first 

 

Chris: ew ew ew ew ew ew 

 

Joey: ummm. tmi 

 

Becca; Chris you and I have done the same thing. 

 

Lance; Still when it's your best friend who's talking about 

that....-shudders- 

 

-laura is sitting in lance's lap staring at justin- 

 

Inner laura; I want to accept it but I just can't. 

 

Levi: Laura you keep staring at justin like that why is it? 

 

Levi:a ctually you give me the death galre soemtimes too 

 

Laura; Oh. I'm sorry. I guess I just need to get used to this more. 
 

Levi: use to what? 

 

Laura; see I've been rasied to belive homosexuality was wrong. I 

know I need to get used to it if I'm going to be dateing Lance but I 

guess old habits die hard. 



 

Lance: Laura please try to understand. 

 

Laura: I am trying Lance I really am. 

 

Levi: oh so you hate me just because i'm gay? 

 

-justin sits down next to levi- 

 

Laura; I wish I didn't but it's hard for me to get past it. I mean 

without that I like you just fine. 

 

Justin: so your oaky with me just sitting here but when i do this 

-he leans over kissing levi passiontely- you picture me going to 

hell 

 

Laura: as much as I hate to say this. Yes. 

 

Levi: great another person to hate me -levi drops his head back 

sighing. justin rubs his stomach- 

 
Justin: uhg why can't you just acceot our way of life? lance has. 

he's even fucked a guy before 

 

laura; What?! -she stands up- 

 

Levi: me to be exact and he liked it -levi says it sexily- 



 

Chris: whoa you two did it? when? 

 

inner Becca; Smoehow it dosen't really suprise me. 

 

Levi: we weren't locked in that room after all. it was jsut so joey 

would pry into it 

 

Jc: dirty dirty. thats why you and levi had that break up 

 

Justin: yeah but since alnce is straight i ended up forgiving him 

 

Laura: Lance I'm sorry. But i just can't deal with this. You're still 

my firend but I can't deal with this anymore. -she goes- 

 

lance; Laura wait! 

 

-he goes after her but he can't stop her- 

 

Justin: joey i can see by the gross look on your face you didn't 

know they were fucking 
 

-lance storms back ontot eh bus grabbing levi by the collar of his 

shirt- 

 

Lance; Why!? Why did you tell her!? 

 



Levi: it wasn't me it was justin. i just went into full detail of 

whom 

 

Lance; You know forget it. I just don't want to hear it right now. 

 

Levi: besides aren't you suppose tot ell the truth in a 

relationship?! if she can't accept that your bi even if you don't 

think you are then you guys wouldn't last 

 

Lance; I just. For crying out loud! And i thought she was 

makeing progress! 

 

Levi: well next tiem we'lls ee here in she's gonna be protesting 

against gay rights 

 

Lance; I don't want to hear it right now. -leaves- 

 

-levi goes into the back of the bus with justin behind him- 

 

-joey follows lance and jc goes to his bunk- 

 
Chris: come on baby 

 

-they leave to their bus where wade is asleep- 

 

Becca; This is going to be tough on Lance. I didn't like Laura but 

Lance seemed really happy with her. And she seemed to 



genuinely want to change her ways. 

 

Chris: who knows what will happen. i think levi hates people 

whoa re like her 

 

Chris: he is a gay man who is in psycology major. 

 

Becca; He shouldn't hate her. what goes around comes around. 

But I guess it's too late now. I'm gonna take a shower then head 

to bed. 

 

Chris: alright baby. want me to join you? we don't ahve to do 

anything i just really lake washing your body -he whispers it 

into ehr ear- 

 

Becca: Fine. 

 

-they go and shower- 

 

Baby: Kick. 

 
-meanwhile levi is talking bad about laura and justin is letting 

him get it out of his system- 

 

Levi: she is a good person but damn it she just had to look at us 

like we are freaks 

 



Justin:w eare freaks 

 

Levi: you know what i mean 

 

-levi strattles justin's lap kissing him- 

 

Levi: just make love to me 

 

Justin: sounds like a plan -justin takes off levi's shirt kissing 

him- 

 

-the next concert was when everything blew up on them. outside 

laura was leading a protest amrch against justin's being gay. 

alcne coldn't beleive it and levi blows up into levi's face naming 

everything about her he hates and lance protests against it- 

 

lance: Levi she has a right to an opinion. Just leave her alone. 

 

Levi: she is protesting saying justin is going to go to hell! 

 

Levi:y our just gonna agree with her bashing your friend? i want 
secruity to get rid of them 

 

Justin: i knew someone would protest but all of them girls 

saying i'm going to go to hell? god loves me the way i am i won't 

go to hell 

 



Lance: i think i'm jsut going to elt ehr because of what you and 

justin tole her! 

 

Levi: you blew it on your own lance she would have found out 

your 'secret' sooner or later 

 

Lance: god if you never showed up here i would still have her 

with me and justin's would be outed 

 

Levi: he told me he's glad i'm here and he's glad he finally has 

the truth out! 

 

Lance: yeah but because of you and justin we lost fans and now 

having people hating justin. its your fault 

 

Levi: it is not my fault! 

 

Lance; And meanwhile you're blameing laura! I've said it before 

and I'll say it again! She is allowed to have an opinion! Why can't 

you understand that! 

 
Levi: yeah but bashing another person is not right. she isn't just 

prtesting agaisnt gays she is protesting aginst nsync because of 

the fact justin is a homosexual! 

 

Lance; i know that's wrong! And I don't like what she's doing! 

But she's still my friend! I don't want to have to decide between 



her and Justin but I hate it when you diss her! 

 

Levi: your going to let her hurt your friend? just because you 

'love ehr' or whatever your feeling towards that whore 

 

Lance: SHE IS NOT A WHORE! -punches Levi and storms off- 

 

-levi falls to the ground holding his face. he stands up and goes 

after lance. they know this isn't good so they all runa fter them. 

they find them basically beating the shit out of each other. joey 

sends in two body gaurds who pulls them apart. justin goes to 

levi checking him out- 

 

Becca; That's it. I'm takeing matters into my own hands. Chris 

I'll call you in a couple of hours. This might take a while. -she 

goes- 

 

Chris: oh boy -he rubs hsi face- alright have fun with what your 

going to go do 

 

Justin: you okay baby? 
 

Levi: i'll be -wince- fine -he has a black eye and brusied jaw- 

 

-justin kisses his jaw line softly and levi grins- 

 

Justin: kisses always makes things better 



 

Jc: god lance you serious got beat up -bloody nose and black eye- 

 

-Lance wrenches himslef out of the guards grasp and storms 

into the bus slamming the door- 

 

-meanwhile- 

 

Becca; LAURA! 

 

Laura: Rebecca? What are you doing here? Are you here to join 

the protest? 

 

Becca; Quite the contrary Laura. I'm here to tell you to stop this. 

You're an inteligent girl 

 

-justin takes levi tot eh bathroom cleaning his up. jc goes after 

lance to clean him up- 

 

Becca: You're allowed to have an opinion but telling these people 

to hate an entire group for one members sexual orentation is 
worse than anything. Your beliefs say that hatred is wrong 

correct? 

 

laura; Yes but it also says that homosexuality is wrong. 

 

Becca; I respect that you have an opinion. But try to understand 



that no matter what you do Justin's not changeing who he is. 

Now because you did this lance is fighting with Levi and his 

friendship with the guys could very well end tonight. He will 

never forgive himself for that. Do you really want that hanging 

on your consience? 

 

Laura; I...I.. 

 

(becca can put up a very good argument) 

 

Becca; And another thing. Are you so cold hearted that you 

would deny someone to be with thier true love even if that 

person was the same sex as them? What would your god say 

about that I wonder. Don't think of me as curel or sentimental. 

It's just something to think about. Goodnight. 

 

-Laura just stands there dumbfounded for a few minutes- 

 

-Meanwhile Becca has already come back to her bus.- 

 

Becca: I'm hateing all this extra weight the baby is giving me. 
 

Chris: hey baby. we gonna go get ready for the show. come on 

you have to help cover up 

 

Becca; It's gonna take all my airbrush ink. 

 



-Becca goes in and eventually has to resort to useing some of her 

drawing ink.- 

 

Becca: Lance this may sting a little. 

 

-lance isn't having fun- 

 

Lance; I don't care. 

 

-levi has a ice pack on his eye- 

 

-Becca finishes and the guys get on stage- 

 

-levi grumbles about how stupid lance is and goes and stays on 

his bus till justin comes back on and drags him intot he shower 

with him- 

 

-Lance stays on his bus and barely says a word- 

 

-there's a knock on justin and Levi's door- 

 
-they are in the back of the bus naked- 

 

Justin: whois it? 

 

Guy: Security. I've got a letter from you. 

 



-justin looks at levi funny pulling out of him. justin puts on 

boxers and opens the door- 

 

Guy: Sorry. It's for you. Here. -hands justin a pink envelope- 

 

-justin takes it and shuts the door- 

 

Levi:w hat is it? -he has himself covered with a pillow- 

 

Justin: i don't know but its pink -he opens it and pulls out the 

letter- 

 

Dear Justin and Levi. 

 

I'm sorry for my ignorance. I've thought it over and really you 

two are guilty of nothing. What you to are doing is like any other 

love. And who am I to say you two cannot be with eachother. 

Justin please do not hate me. Levi please become friends with 

Lance again. I know you two will become such good friends. You 

are so much alike. I will leave you and the band alone forever 

now. Again I'm sorry. I was wrong to judge you. 
sincerely 

Laura. P.S. I'm sorry for the pink stationary. But it's all I had. 

 

Justin: okay so she will leave us all alnoe forever. alnce won't be 

too happy with that 

 



Levi: whatever now put your dick back in my ass 

 

-justin grins and goes down pushing back in with a groan- 

 

-later that week. they had had a couple days off- 

 

Lance: So did you two find out the sex yet? 

 

Becca; Boy. 

 

Chris: someone to pass off my manlness too 

 

Joey: Okay. So it's gonna me mini Chris. jc you can breathe now. 

 

Chris: before mine disapates forever 

 

-jc breaths- 

 

lance: So where's Wade? 

 

Becca; He had to go. Family obligations. 
 

Joey: Ah. 

 

Levi:g oody that means i'm in charge 

 

-justin is giving hsi shoulders a massage- 



 

Justin: hey you guys might want to read this 

 

-justin hands lance the letter- 

 

Lance; Wow....i never thought she'd do this. Sheonly does this 

when she really feels bad. I wonder what got her to have a 

change of heart like that. 

 

-Becca remains silent.- 

 

Chris: -cough- pregant lady -cough- 

 

Joey: What did you do? 

 

Levi: figures. oh justin your fingers are magic 

 

Justin: i know jc likes them. and joey 

 

Becca: I didn't do anything. i just gave her a little piece of my 

mind. 
 

-chris rubs her back kissing her- 

 

Levi: surprised lance isn't weaping of his loss of her 

 

Lance; i talked with her on the phone. i thought something 



sounded diffrent about her. We decided it would be better if we 

kept our distance from eachother for a while. 

 

Becca; She's a very intelligent girl. But she has alot of growing 

up to do. 

 

Levi: thats for.......... awwwwwwwwww yeah 

 

-justin is nibbling on his ear- 

 

Lance; Well anyways we need to get back on the road and finish 

this tour. Lets go. 

 

-they continue on with the tour. things go smoothly until on 

night. Becca and Britney are out walking during a show- 

 

becca; So anywyas that's what happened. 

 

Britney: wow 

 

Becca; yeah. 
 

Britney: she'll be okay i know it 

 

Becca; levi's still being a dick to her but they both need to do 

some growing up. Oh well that's life. 

 



Britney: come on lets take a cab back. taxi! -she waves her hand 

flagging one dawn- 

 

-they get in- 

 

Guy: where to ladies? 

 

Becca; They always stop for us. Thank god we're pretty. Carnigi 

hall please. 

 

Guy: alrighty then -he takes off- 

 

Becca; Wouldn't it be so cool if this were taxicab confessions? 

 

Britney: sort of yeah 

 

-they pass canigi hall- 

 

Britney: sir you passed it 

 

-the guy turns aroudn pointing a gun at them pulling up a pink 
mask- 

 

Becca; Oh god....it can't be... 

 

Guy: your coming with me ladies 

 



inner Becca; Please don't shoot please don't shoot. Let my baby 

live. 

 

Guy: give me your purses and cell phones now 

 

-britney hands them over and the guy reaches back taking 

thema dn shaoving them in the front seat- 

 

-Becca hands her's over trembleing- 

 

-soon he reaches a building- 

 

-another guy comes over dragging britney out covering her 

mouth- 

 

-the pink masked guy grabs becca. the other guy has a red 

mask- 

 

-Becca knows better than to do anything. That and she's scared 

for her life- 

 
-they are tied up and put intoa  room which is locked- 

 

-they see another person on its saide curled up in the corner- 

 

Becca; Levi? 

 



Britney: oh god 

 

-levi rolls over looking at them. his eye is swollen shut- 

 

Levi: goody 

 

Levi: how'd he get you? 

 

Becca; Taxi cab confessions gone horribly wrong. 

 

Levi: i was pissing 

 

Britney: ew 

 

Becca; tmi. 

 

Levi: he knocked me out. when i came through i was hearing 

guys talking about now they can finally get the money they 

need. probably ransom 

 

Britney: who knows what else they will do to us 
 

Becca; As long as the baby is okay I don't care what happens to 

me. 

 

Levi: sounds like any woman who has kids. 'do whatever you 

want to me just don't hurt hte kid' 



 

Becca: Is that a bad thing? 

 

Levi: man parnets never care about themselves anymore 

 

Becca; You can't understand. 

 

Levi: it seems the woman will do anything to keep her kid safe 

and the man will do anything to keep the woman safe 

 

Becca; Again is that a bad thing/ 

 

Levi: i majored in psycology i full understand 

 

-meanwhile- 

 

joey; Hey weren't the girls supposed to be back by now? 

 

Lance: yeah. Where are they? 

 

Joey: Chris have you heard from Becca? 
 

Chris: no not yet. 

 

Justin: levi isn't ont he bus i ahve no clue where he went off to 

 

Jc: maybe he went to get you a gift 



 

Justin: awwww...... but i'm still worried 

 

Joey; Justin try Brit's cell. Same with Becca's chris. 

 

Justin: alright 

 

-chris and justin both call and it picks up- 

 

Justin: hey brit i was wondering- 

 

Guy: unless you give us the money we need you ain't getting 

them back -hangs up- 

 

Justin: oh god......... what the fuck?! -he closes his phone- some 

guy picke dup saying unless they get the money they need we 

aren't getting them back 

 

Chris ame here. god becca! 

 

Joey; What!? 
 

Chris: didn't you just hear jsutin?! brit and becca have been 

kidnapped! 

 

Joey: I know. How much did they want? 

 



Jc: oh then your not gonna like this 

 

Chris/Justin: WHAT?! 

 

Jc: they got levi too. tried his cell and some guy told me he 

wants one million or he's gonna come back in a body bag 

 

Lance; dear god. 

 

Justin: god not my boyfriend! he never elft though that means 

they got past security! 

 

Joey; We need to get the police involved in this. We can't save 

them on our own. 

 

Jc: well duh, ya think i'm gonna go against some guys who 

captured a pergo girl a celepirty and a choreapgrapher?! 

 

-meanwhile- 

 

Levi: uhg i can't. sit. up -grunt- 
 

Becca: Let me help. -Scoots over and with great difficulty since 

she is tied as well helps Levi up and sets him against a wall- 

 

Levi: damn you are huge from that angle! 

 



Britney: women don't like eharing that levi 

 

Levi: its not like i'm trying to get a date or flirt here i'm gay and i 

speak the truth 

 

Becca; Watch it. Never say that out loud. Didn't your professors 

in your psychology class tell you that pregnant women have 

very short fuses. And like most women in western society we 

don't like to be called fat. 

 

Goon; HEY SHUT IT! -pounds on the door- 

 

Levi: YOU SHUT IT FATSO! 

 

Goon: Boss can i gut that little smatass? 

 

Britney: don't mess with a pissed off gay man 

 

Levi: yeah don't mess with me cause i'm pissed off you caught 

me when i was trying to relaive my balder! 

 
Boss: uhg just keep them alive or we won't get our money 

 

-the baby is kicking like crazy- 

 

Britney: you how many monthes now becca? like seven? 

 



Becca; Yeah. Nearing eight. 

 

Levi: lets hope we are out of here by then 

 

Becca; Yes. 

 

Britney: don't remind me 

 

-meanwhile- 

 

Justin: i want Levi back 

 

Chris: i want my wife and baby back i have two agaisnt your one 

justin 

 

Jc: what about our pop princess?! 

 

joey: We know justin. The cops are doing everything they can to 

find them. 

 

Justin: her too! iw ant all of them abck 
 

-the phone rings- 

 

joey: Someone please get that. 

 

-lance grabs it- 



 

Lance; Hello? 

 

Officer: Okay. We think we might have a lead on where they are. 

We traced thier cellphones to some old abandoned buildings 

downtown. Have one of your guys come with the ransom money. 

We have a drop point and we're gonna start negotiateing with 

them. 

 

Lance; Okay. Thank you. -hangs up- 

 

Jc: well? 

 

Lance; Is the bag with the money ready? 

 

Jc: yeah -holds it up- uhg one milliona nd we all divided it up 

between us 

 

Lance; Okay. Now one of us has to be the one to drop it off. The 

cops are negotiateing right now. They're goingto call us if they're 

are any more developments. 
 

Jc: okay. 

 

Justin: i'll take it 

 

Chris: no i will 



 

Justin: chris i grabed the moeny from jc first 

 

joey; We should all go. 

 

-jsutin now has the money- 

 

Chris: fine we willa llg o 

 

-they go chris chews on his nails- 

 

lance: yeah. it might be a better idea. Chris calm down. She's 

going to be fine. 

 

-when they get there the police are in a line and three masked 

men all ahve guns pointed at all three of them. levi's pissed 

becca feels like she could ahve her kid right there britney is 

saying a prayer- 

 

Justin: LEVI! 

 
Levi: hi honey miss me? 

 

Goon: Quiet! 

 

-justin walks over with the money- 

 



Boss: oaky we are going to send one of them over to get it. any 

move he dies -the boss jerks levi forward- 

 

Levi: nag nag nag -levi mimiks him walking over and gun aimed 

right at him- 

 

Inner Becca; Please Levi don't do anything stupid. 

 

-justin ahdns levi the money and whimpers. elvi smiles and 

walks back- 

 

Levi: ahppy buddies? ya got your money 

 

-he hands it to the boss who grabs it and the others push the 

girls tot eh ground- 

 

Chris: becca! 

 

Becca: Kya! 

 

-the guys scramble intot eh car and drive off one of them with 
their gun still apointed back- 

 

Guy: don't follow us! 

 

-the poilce get into their car speeding after them- 

 



Boss: shoot shoot! 

 

-he fires and levi turns around feeling really apinful int eh chest 

area- 

 

Cop; ALL OF YOU GET DOWN! 

 

Levi: owchie 

 

-leiv falls to his knee covering the wound- 

 

Levi: its always me isn't it? 

 

JusTIN: LEVI!- he goes into histerics- 

 

Joey; Talk about understaement. Come on we need to get you to 

a hospital. 

 

-justin runs over helping levi stand up- 

 

Levi: oh lots of............. -levi collapses bleeding out from hsi chest. 
he wasn't breathing- 

 

Justin: HELP! 

 

-One of the officers goes over and calls an ambulence. Another 

begins chest compressions- 



 

-justin is crying- 

 

-four minutes later the ambulence arrives and takes Levi away. 

Theres another one there to check the other two and a half- 

 

Becca; Chris I'm fine. the baby is okay. 

 

-chris is holding ehr tihgtly crying- 

 

Chris: i was scared i was gonna lose you two 

 

Becca: I was scared too. I;m not ready to leave just yet. 

 

Baby: KICK! 

 

Chris: yes i know your there too maddo- rubbing her stomach- 

 

medic: Even so we should get you to the hospital to get checked 

out. 

 
Joey; Maddo? 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYMDXK9ZpxQ&feature=rel

ated 

 

Chris: Maddox! 

Chris: yes i know you are there too Maddox -rubbing her stomach-



 

Joey; That's the kids name? 

 

Chris: yes and i like it now shut up 

 

Joey; Right. 

 

-Becca and brit are taken to the hospital. chris stays with 

Becca.- 

 

-levi soonw akes up groaning- 

 

levi: bleck bullets are evil 

 

Justin: oh thank god 

 

-justin puts his head on levi's stomach- 

 

Levi: i'm not dead. thoguht lance probably wishes i was but 

whatever -levi runs his hand through justin's hair- 

 
Justin: why do you hate him so much? 

 

Levi: i don't know why i just do. everything he does pisses me off 

 

Justin: uhg there is nothing wrong with lance 

 



Levi: everything is wrong with lance 

 

Justin: levi come on 

 

Levi: what? i ahte lance bass is it a crime? 

 

Justin: no but he's my friend 

 

Levi: you don't have to hate him just because i do 

 

Justin: i don't want you to hate him because he's my friend and i 

like him. learn to love him levi 

 

Levi: thats one of my worries -justin kisses levi and levi kisses 

back. lance walks in followed by joey- 

 

Justin: how are the others? 

 

Joey: Bitney's gonna be fine. Just some minor scrapes and 

brusies and rope burns. They're keeping Becca under 

observation for a day or so to make sure that Maddox is gonna 
be okay. 

 

Levi: thats a funny naem for a funny kid 

 

Justin: it chris okay? 

 



joey; He's guarding her like an angry male wolf protecting his 

mate. Geeze rember that fanfic site we went on? Yeah that girl 

got Chris down right now. 

 

Justin: heh 

 

Levi: you probably were doing the same thing with me 

 

Justin: not as bad though 

 

Joey; Seriously he chased everyone out of the room. 

 

Levi:w ell justin isn't biting lance's leg right now, i wish he was, 

so i guess he's okay 

 

-nurse with huge boobs enters- 

 

Joey: ummm. Hello Nurse. 

 

Justin: down doggy 

 
nurse: -laughs- Well anywyas I was told to tell you that levi 

needs to rest and you should go now. We have a place where our 

residents usually stay if you want. 

 

Justin: damn i wanted to stay here with you 

 



Levi: oh just go timberlake -levi kisses hima nd jsutin stands up- 

 

joey: We'll see you tomorrow Levi. 

 

Levi: bye boyfriend. bye horny man. bye ass hole 

 

joey; Later. 

 

Nurse; Hey! 

 

Levi: i was talking to the other amle in the room nto you big 

boobed lady 

 

-the nurse leaves in a huff.- 

 

Lance; Shut up Levi. i'm sorry I acted like that to you but if 

you're going to act like that to me then i'll make sure you become 

a permenant resident here. 

 

Levi: i'd like tos ee you try 

 
Lance; Why are you so rude to everyone? I know you had a 

shitty life but if thats the reason then it's no excuse. Okay. Like I 

said I'm sorry I said and did all those things to you. i want to be 

friends but sadly with the way you're acting i just don't see it 

happening. -leaves- 

 



Levi: its hard when your in love 

 

-levi fixes the sheets turning ont he TV- 

 

-the next day Becca and Levi are released from the hospital. 

Britney left the night before- 

 

-levi gets ont he bus and is quiet- 

 

inner levi: okay i like jsutin alot but i've had a crush on lance 

bass ever since i became a huge ass fan. man and i'm in love 

iwth him now, but he ahtes me so i hate him back 

 

-justn sits down next to him- 

 

Justin: you oaky? 

 

Levi: maybe 

 

Justin: want to talk about it? 

 
Levi: i wish i didn't have to but............ 

 

Justin: levi tell me 

 

Levi: justin ya know how i told you i was a huge ass fan of 

NSYNC before this? 



 

-justin nods- 

 

Levi: well i had a huge crush on one of the memebrs and i've 

fallen in love with them over the apst several onths 

 

Justin: tis lance isn't it 

 

Levi: i like you alot justin i do but............... 

 

Justin: i understand. i ahve to tell you soemthing too 

 

Levi: what? 

 

Justin: i'm attracted to jc 

 

-levi chuckles- 

 

Justin: seriously. we had fun but................... yeah your more of a 

friend sex is fun but i'm falling for jc 

 
Levi: wow. good luck with that 

 

Justin: good luck with lance -they shake hands- but do you want 

to keep 'dating' till we finally get hte guts tot alk with them? 

 

Levi: sounds fair. your hot enough -levi smiels and lies down ont 



eh couch. justin lies on him carfully and they make out- 

 

-on another bus.- 

 

Joey; Seriously Lance do you still hate Levi? 

 

Lance: No. But he's always being a dick to me. What goes around 

comes around. 

 

Joey: still you guys need to make up. 

 

Lance; I wish I could Joe. I wish I could. 

 

-on bus three.- 

 

Chris: i love you i love you i love you i love you. there is aid it a 

hundred times 

 

Becca; Remind me again why you needed to do that? 

 

Chris: boredom. now i say it to the baby. i love you i love you i 
love you -he is talking to her stomach- 

 

Baby: KICK KICK KICK! -translation- Daddy seriously this is 

overkill- 

 

-next day they all head out to a club- 



 

-chris got becca to go so she could relax- 

 

Becca; I'll stay in the back. -they were in the vip section- 

 

Chris: alright just relax and have virgin drinks 

 

Becca: Right. 

 

Joey; Just don't dance. You'll kill us all with the baby bump. 

 

Chris: shut it fatone -shoves joey- 

 

-levi is at the bar. he is in tight leather jeans and a white wife 

ebater that rode up- 

 

Lance; Careful Joey.  

 

-lance goes over to the bar and orders a really strong drink- 

 

-justin was wearing a shirt that had the sleeves ripped off and 
tight jeans- 

 

Levi: does justin look sexy tonight? -sips his beer- 

 

Lance; yeah. Tight pants and shirt he looks good. 

 



Levi: he's in love with jc 

 

Lance; That must have you pretty torn up. I'm sorry. 

 

Levi: well i told him i'm in love with someone else first. we just 

are pretneding to date till we become mena dn tell them. 

 

-justin was staring at jc's hips as he danced- 

 

inner jsutin: liqiud hips make me go numb 

 

Lance: Oh really. Mind if I ask who it is? 

 

Levi: your just gonna ahve to figure that out -levi drinks the rest 

of his beer heading out ont eh dance floor- 

 

-Lance down his drink and gets on the floor and starts danceing. 

He's good- 

 

-levi walks over- 

 
Levi: now you can dance. why can't you move thsoe fucking hips 

on stage? 

 

Lance: Dunno. Wanna dance with me? I won't bite. 

 

Levi: but i have a boyfriend don't ya know? -levi steps closer 



though swinging his hips- 

 

Lance; I thought you said you were only pretending?  

 

-Lance moves his hips closer to Levi and has his crotch brush 

against his.- 

 

Levi: well to everyone else they think we aren't. you are the only 

one who knows our little secret. don't ask me why i would tell 

you of all people 

 

lance: Maybe for a little fun? 

 

-levi shrugs and the music gets more of a beat to it- 

 

Levi: mmmmmmmmmm i like this sort of music. listen to this 

while me and justin fuck 

 

Levi: helps set the beat ya know 

 

lance; Come on we both need a little action. -wiggles his ass- i bet 
I could make that beat jut was well.  

 

Levi: you can barly dance on stage -levi turns around and lance 

puts his ahdns on levi's hips staring as his ass moves side to 

side- 

 



lance; Your place or mine? 

 

Levi: i don't go for the pushover whimpy type like you Bass 

 

Lance; Fine then. My place. And I'll take top. 

 

Levi: i don't think you'll please me. you are a pushover -levi 

turns around- you can handle the top like a real man 

 

lance; I'll show you. -grabs Levi and grags him to the bathroom 

and pulls him inoto a stall.- Here. Now. 

 

Levi: i don't know if you can show me -levi is pinned against the 

wall- 

 

-Lance grins and yanks down levi's pants rubbing his cock- 

 

-levi gasps dropping his ehad back- 

 

-Lance goes down and licks Levi's shaft- 

 
Levi: Yeah. Even a virgin can do that. 

 

-still saying nothing Lance takes levi into his mouth and deep 

throaghts him- 

 

Levi: Okay. Not many virgins can do that. 



 

Inner lance: That's right. I'll make you squeal. 

 

-Lance sucks Levi hard makeing several swallowing motions- 

 

-Levi grabs the walls to keep his knees from buckleing- 

 

Inner Lance; He's likeing this. 

 

Levi: Oh damn. You still need practice though. 

 

-Lance suck harder and cups Levi's balls rubing them hard and 

swallowing again- 

 

levi: Oh god finally! Now we're getting somewhere! 

 

Inner Lance; Come on Levi come for papa. 

 

-grabbing Lance's hair and letting out a moan that nearly comes 

out as a scream Levi cums- 

 
-Lance grins and swallows all the grade A man juice then stands 

up pulling his jeans down- 

 

Lance; Now turn around. -yanks off underware allowing his dick 

to spring up- 

 



levi: Fine. But thier's no way that little baby dick is gonna satisfy 

me. 

 

Lance; Watch and learn. 

 

-He spins Levi around and spitting on one hand sticks not one 

but two finsgers at once into levi's ass.- 

 

levi: Come on Bass you can do better than that. 

 

Lance; yeah. but i'm gonna let you suffer a bit. Don't forget little 

piggy I've yet to hear you squeal. 

 

-Lance places a third finger in and moves ever so slowly. Levi 

can't hold back a moan.- 

 

Lance; You like that piggy? You like that Levi? 

 

Levi; hardly. 

 

Lance; yeah. I'm hard alright. 
 

-licking Levi's ear Lance slams his dick in makeing Levi gasp 

and squeek a bit- 

 

Lance; That's a good piggy. -starts moveing slowly but starts to 

pick up speed.- 



 

Levi; I thought you said you could match the beat of the music? 

 

lance; I'll do that when I feel like it. Which is right about....NOW! 

-suddenly starts moveing to the beat of the music. Fast and 

hard- 

 

-the music is so loud you can hear it in bathroom and feel it 

vibrating against the walls- 

 

Levi; Shit. Okay I give. It was you. Damn this is good. Oh god 

fuck me! 

 

Lance; What was that? 

 

Levi: FUCK ME DAMMIT! 

 

-Lance continues to move while rubbing levi's shaft- 

 

Lance: Are you gonna cum for me? 

 
Levi: Yes...Yes I am. 

 

lance; Good boy. I'm gonna cum in you. I leave you dripping with 

my juice. 

 

Levi; So you finally get a spi-moans loudly over the music and 



cums- 

 

-Lance cums into Levi's ass gasping.- 

 

Lance; How's that for being a pushover? -pulls up his boxers and 

jeans and leaves without another owrd- 

 

Levi: fuck Bass -levi pulls up his pants- 

 

inner levi:g od i love it when men do that. it so fucking 

hot................ 

 

-levi leaves but feels light headed after it. he smiles and stis 

down with becca- 

 

Becca: You okay Levi? You look a little flushed. 

 

Levi: oh i'm fine alright -watches as lance talks with joey 

seeming so bad ass- 

 

inner levi: he seems so perfect thinking nothing cant ake him 
down. god it turns me on so much 

 

Levi: man people like lance bass just.......... -levi says in angryly- 

 

Becca; Daquri? I can only get virgin ones but they're still good. 

What the hell did Lance do this time? 



 

Levi: everything. 

 

Becca; Uh huh. 

 

brb. keep writeing. 

 

-levi keeps watching lance and lance tunrs his head looking at 

levi with a sweet little innocent stare- 

 

inner levi: oh you are so fucking not innocent 

 

Levi: god he thinks he's all that. he thinks he can do whatever he 

wants and get away with it, he can't screw up. inner levi: god i'm 

getting ahrd just thinking about it. mmmmmmmmmmm i just 

love men like him 

 

-levi fell for lance because of how little snot nosed perfect he is. 

it turns him on but knows lance can get sweet..... but outside of 

the bedroom- 

 
Becca; Yeah. You get used to it though. 

 

Levi: i'm gonna go give him what's coming to him 

 

-levi stands up and goes onto the dance floor- 

 



Becca; Have fun with that. -takes sip of drink- 

 

-chris comes over sliding next to her- 

 

Chris: god i'm horny 

 

Becca; you're drunk. 

 

Chris: been just watching you sitting here all innocent just 

drinking your non-alcohlic beverages -his rbeath smells of 

alcohol but at least he got hot off of ehr and not anyone else- 

 

Becca; I'm takeing you home. You're drunk and I don't want you 

hurt. 

 

-stands up and goes over to the others.- 

 

Becca; i'm takeing Chris home. It's time we called it a night. 

 

Justin: levi just dragged lance outside and he looked pissed 

 
joey; Yeah. 

 

Justin: come on we should all head out. make sure he isn't 

killing him 

 

Becca; Well they'll have fun. Anywyas night guys. 



 

Joey; Night Becca. night Chris. 

 

Chris: mmmm you smeel hot -he says it into becca's face- 

 

-they all walk outside and call levi and lance's name as chris and 

becca call a cab- 

 

Becca; Yes dear. -takes him into the cab and puts him in back 

before getting in herself- 

 

Justin: where are they? 

 

Jc: um justin? i think i found them 

 

Joey; What?! 

 

-they go around the corner- 

 

-levi has lance pinned tot eh wall and they are seriously kissing 

each other- 
 

Joey; Damn. 

 

Justin: oh so levi is attracted to lance because of his 

stubborness. i get it no wonder he wanted me to talk all dirty 

and pound into his so hard. lets go 



 

Jc: your not mad? 

 

Justin: no. why would i? 

 

joey; i just want to get out of here. 

 

-they call and cab and go- 

 

-meanwhile- 

 

-levi pulls away from lance panting- 

 

Levi: fcuk 

 

Lance: yeah. Dirty little boy. 

 

Levi: god all those fucking years you were acting all snot nosed 

and prepy thinking you were all perfect. god i love you for it 

 

-levi rubs lance's crotch- 
 

Lance; Don't make me slam you again. 

 

Levi: maybe i want you to slam my ass again -levi kisses alnce 

some more. lance run shis hand through levi's hair loving how 

his tongue is moving inside his mouth- 



 

lance; turn around and let me see your bare ass. 

 

-levi pushes lance down to his knees pushing down his pants a 

bit- 

 

Levi: suck my cock and i'll pound your ass 

 

Lance: You little. -yanks his pants all the way down and deep 

throughts Levi once again- 

 

-levi moans calling lance different names before lance stands up 

turning around and dropping his pants- 

 

Levi: mmmmm the bass ass if really -grunt as his pushes in- 

fucking tight 

 

Lance; Slam me damn you!  

 

-he doesn't even lubricate- 

 
Levi: fucking ass hole -he pulls most of the way out slamming 

abck in. he repeats this over and over again going fast- 

 

Lance; Fuck me! I want to be sore in the morning! 

 

Levi: shit can you get any tighter and warmer? 



 

-levi pouns into lance biteing his shoulder- 

 

Lance; oh yes! Bit me! 

 

Levi: oh i'll make your ass sore -he slaps lance's ass hard- 

 

-levi keeps slamming into lance rubbing his cock SLOWLY- 

 

Lance; Oh god yes. Levi fuck me! 

 

Levi: like it when i tease your cock? want me to move it faster? -

bites his shoulder again kissing it- 

 

Lance; Faster oh god please levi faster! 

 

Levi: nah your just putty in my hands -levi fuck as fast as he can 

go cumming into lance with a loud moan- god your fucking ass 

made me cum so hard 

 

Levi: and you didn't cum 
 

lance; Please. Rub me harder so I can! 

 

-levi pulls alnce's pants back up tucking his ahrd on back in- 

 

Levi: nope. your gonna hold it in 



 

-levi pulls up his pants grinning- 

 

-lance is whimpering- 

 

Levi: if you want me to take care of it we have to get back to the 

buses. i'll call a cab -he walks off- 

 

Lance: Yes! -runs after him his pants tight- 

 

-they call a cab and levi sucks on lance's ear lobe on the trip 

back- 

 

Levi: your a whore ya know that? 

 

lance; You wanna do something about it? 

 

Levi: how can i? your a stubborn jack ass who plays by his own 

rules. if your gonna be a whore i can't stop it -levi pats lance's 

buldge- 

 
Lance; Exactly. 

 

Lance; I thought you liked stubborn boys?  

 

Levi: yeah i do and your the worst one of all -levi kisses lance 

holding his face. they stop and levi pays walking out of the cab. 



lance leaves a tipa nd hurries after him. they get on the bus 

where joey is asleep- 

 

Levi: me needs shower 

 

Lance; Me too. lets go. 

 

-levi starts the water stripping slowly but lance won't stand for 

it. he pushes levi in shutting the curtiana dn slamming him 

against the wall rubbing his crotch against levi- 

 

Levi: shit! 

 

Lance; Lets do this. -starts the water makeingit come down in a 

heavy stream- 

 

-levi washes them both of slowly and lance feels so close to 

cumming- 

 

Levi: aren't i evil 

 
Lance: You're gonna have to start over you know. I'm gonna cum 

everywhere. 

 

Levi: not if you cum into my ass -levi bands over putting his 

hands against the wall- god fuck me bass 

 



Lance: Sure. -seizes Levi's hips and slams into him thrusting fast 

and hard- 

 

Levi: god are ya gonna cum baby? 

 

Lance; Riiight abooouuut. NOW! -cums hard in thick spurts- 

 

-levi moans and sits up as lance pulls out of him. lance turns levi 

around pressing there bodies together- 

 

Levi: i guess being a total dick to you is un called for, but i had a 

good reason for it 

 

Lance; yeah. 

 

Levi: you are a nice guy. you can be sweet ands tuff, but when 

you piss me off when i'm trying to help you i want to fuck you 

and show you whose boss 

 

Lance; Whatever. Now lets get in bed and fuck more. -leaves 

room- 
 

-levi drys off putting a towle around him following lance- 

 

-over the next few weeks thats all lance and levi do and levi 

starts to wonder if thats all lance wants to do is use him for his 

sexually frustration- 



 

Becca; Lance what's wrong? 

 

Lance; Me and Levi. 

 

Becca: -sigh- dear god what now? 

 

lance; We're getting along just fine. It's just that i'm wondering if 

our relationship is just sex? like if her just wants to have me 

around so he can have an ass to slam into when he's pissed. 

 

Becca; Talk to him aobut it. Tell him how you feel. 

 

lance; You always make things so simple. 

 

Becca; That's cause things usually are. Just leave it to poeple 

like you to make it sound complicated. 

 

-meanwhile levi is having the same talk with joey- 

 

Levi: so how can is how him that i really do love him and want 
mroe then just wonderful sexualy frustration sex? 

 

how can i show 

 

Joey; Talk to him. that's a good method. 

 



Joey; It's not that hard just say what you're feeling and get it 

across. 

 

Levi: yeah but what if he just wants only sex and he thinks this 

is all we ahve and doesn't love me? then i loose not only the 

wonderful sex but the guy i'm in love with 

 

Joey: You can't be sure of that until you talk to him. 

 

Joey; And if it turns out he only wanted sex then you pick up the 

pieces and move on. 

 

Levi: goody -levi heads off tot he game roomw anting to ride a 

scooter- 

 

-justin is also having problems telling a striaght guy he's in love 

with him- 

 

-chris was playing therapist- 

 

Chris: tell him 
 

Justin: but......... 

 

Chris:t ell him or i will 

 

-justin sighs and leaves- 



 

Chris: that was easy 

 

Becca: Yup. Pass me the pickles baby. 

 

inner chris: crap i'm gonna be a dad soon oh boy oh boy oh boy 

 

-chris hands her the pickles and eats one himself- 

 

Chris: good thing i like pickles too 

 

Becca: Yum, -scoops up the soft serve icecream with it. this has 

been going on for weeks so everyone's gotten used to it- 

 

-levi goes onto the bus and heads into the back setting it up so its 

sort of romantic. he feels weird about it but hey he can't think of 

anything else. he puts on that song 'lets get it on' and he feels 

realy weird now but with lance god its gonna be nie- 

 

-enter Lance- 

 
Lance; hey Levi I need to talk to you. 

 

-there are candels for light and the music is playing and the 

room has nice red silk sheets covering the furniture- 

 

Lance; what the? 



 

-lance looks at it all then levi who was only wearing sweat pants- 

 

Levi: shirts still in the wash 

 

Lance; Levi seriously we need to talk. 

 

inner levi: not really but hey not as embarrsed 

 

Levi: yeah i know we do. why do you think i set this up? 

 

Lance; You go first. 

 

Levi: ever since i heard about NSYNC your the one guy i thought 

was hot and then i learn more about you and some things i hated 

but they turned me on and somethings i loved and it made me 

want to date you. i finally get to work with you and i don't want 

to show that i like you so i hate you instead and over the past 

several months i've fallen in love with you and had alot of 

sexually frustration. 

 
Levi: thats why i did this cause i want to show you there is more 

to me then alot of pissed off sex 

 

Lance; I've always had a bit of a crush on you. For a really long 

time. But I was starting to get owrried hat thing whole thing for 

us is nothing but sex. I'm glad to see I'm wrong. 



 

Levi: yeah i pour out my heart and you sigh with relief -levi 

plays the music and groans when it lands ont he lets get it on 

song- 

 

Levi: i was hoping it wasn't gonna be that one 

 

Lance; yeah. It kinda kills the mood. 

 

Levi: actually amkes me want to make love to you but if you 

want it off....................... 

 

Lance; Not tonight. It's not a good time. Lets just stay here for a 

bit. 

 

-levi shuts it off- 

 

-he grabs his shirt pulling it on- 

 

inner levi: yeah screw romantic fucking night. uhg 

 
-lance hugs Levi and pulls him down onto the bed snuggleing 

him like a kid does to a teddy bear- 

 

Lance; You smell good. 

 

inner levi: okay i'll just set this all up tomorrow for when he 



really is int he mood 

 

Levi: yeah i liek your shampoo its fits you 

 

Lance; I love you. -snuggles closer falling asleep. He was tired- 

 

Levi: love you -he puts hsi face into lance's ahir and smeels it 

smiling then falling alseep- 

 

-the next day- 

 

-levi keeps lance busy during the day and makes sure he's 

horny, but not int he angry way- 

 

-they are staying at a hotel- 

 

Lance; Becca's due in about a week or so. We're gonna end the 

tour after she has the baby. Anyways wanna have some 

champange? 

 

Levi: a little bit later i ahve something waiting in our room 
 

-levi smiles and plays on his laptop- 

 

Lance; Okay. 

 

-meanwhile chris is freaking out and making sure becca is ready 



if anything happens early- 

 

Becca; Chris please realx. You're not going to be able to do any 

good if I go into labor if you're haveing a heart attack. 

 

CHris: i jsut can't beleiv ei'm gonna be a daddy soon -he lies 

down next to ehr- just want to make sure everything is ready so 

we don't freak out when its time 

 

Becca: It's hard to beleive. oof. I think He's ready to see the 

world. 

 

Baby: DAMN RIGHT i AM! STUPID UTERUS WON'T LET ME 

OUT! 

 

Chris: you'll come soon -he rubs ehr stomacha dn kisses it- 

 

-baby kicks Chris in the face- 

 

Chris: ouch. your a stuborn baby aren't you? 

 
Chris: this will be fun raising you 

 

Becca; i wonder where he got that from. 

 

-chris growles at her stomach kissing ebcca before lying abck 

down- 



 

-the other room- 

 

-levi is standing the room messing witht eh CD player when 

lance comes in- 

 

lance; hey. 

 

Levi: damn you stupid -song plays -there we go 

 

-its the get it on song- 

 

'lets get it on.........' 

 

Lance: What on earth are you plann-oooooh. 

 

Levi: chamapinge? -holds up a bottle- 

 

Lance; Hell yes. 

 

-levi pours them both a glass and ahnds one to lance- 
 

Lance: thanks -takes it- Cheers. -holds glass up then takes a sip- 

 

-levi clicks it and sips his own- 

 

Levi: tasty 



 

Lance: yeah. It's good. 

 

-levi turns up the music and sets his glass down. he isn't weraing 

a shirt and his sweats hang low on his hips- 

 

-Lance has no shirt on either. He's just wearing pajama pants- 

 

Levi: 'lets get it on.......' -levi sings along and his voice goes low 

and lance didn't know he could do that- 

 

Lance; Damn and i thought I could sing low. 

 

Levi: i have talent 

 

Lance; No shit. 

 

Lance: Want me naked now? 

 

Levi: lets just go slow 

 
-levi puts his arms around lance's waist and puts his nose 

against lance's- 

 

-Lance kisses Levi placeing his hands on levi's hips- 

 

-levi runs his ahnd into lance's hair- 



 

Lance: purrrrrr 

 

Lance; that feels gooood. 

 

Levi: i know your lips are nice too -lance hands are on levi's ass 

now- 

 

-levi reaches around lsiding his thumb under lance's waist band. 

he slowly pushes them down and smiles at alnce's no boxers- 

 

Lance; do I look pretty? 

 

-he says it like a little girl- 

 

-teaseingly- 

 

Levi: your hot -levi pushes his pants allt he way off moving down 

kissing his chest and sucking on his nipples- 

 

lance; Oh that's nice. 
 

-levi keeps kissing down dipping his tongue into lance's belly 

buttona dn licking around it- 

 

Lance; How do I taste? 

 



Levi: yummy. and you smell yummy too. i think i might jsut eat 

some of you -licks lance's cock looking at him as he sucks on his 

head- 

 

Lance; yes. eat all you want. Eat your fill. 

 

-levi smiles and takes lance into his mouth moving up and down 

twisting his hand aroudn the very end of his shaft- 

 

-Lance moans gripping Levi's hair- 

 

 

-levi keeps going pulling away and slapping lance's dick against 

his tongue- 

 

Levi: mmmmmmmmmmm -he licks around his shaft- 

 

lance;Oh god that feels good. 

 

-levi takes alnce back into his mouth droping his hand. he 

swallows lance two times then pulls away blowing onto his cock 
grinning- 

 

lance; I'm gonna cum. 

 

Levi: not yet -levi stands back up kissing lance. lance steps fully 

out of his pants pressing against levi- 



 

Lance; When then? 

 

Levi: i want to -he goes and kisses lance's jaw line- make love to 

you. do you want to be top or bottom? your call i'll take either 

 

Lance: Bottom. I want you in me so bad. 

 

-Lance kisses Levi- 

 

-levi nods running his hands through lance's hair- 

 

-Lance lays down on the bed pulling Levi on top of him- 

 

-levi keeps kissing lance rubbing his nipples- 

 

Lance: I have some condoms and lube in my bag over there. -

nods towards it- 

 

Levi: mkay -levi keeps kissing alnce standing up. he is still 

dressed. he grabs the lube and condoms setting them down byt 
eh bed. he gets back on lance kissing him- 

 

Levi: i love your lips............ 

 

Lance; Then keep kissing them , I love haveing yours on mine. 

 



-he runs his tongue across lance's lips- 

 

-levi smiles and presses his lips right agaisnt lance pulling him 

up so he is sitting. levi sits on his lap hands fisting  in his 

hair.lance moves down kissing his neck- 

 

Levi: oh lance............... 

 

inner levi: oaky way better then angry sex 

 

Lance; Yes. Very good. -continues kissing down onto Levi's 

collar bone going to his chest then licking his nipplies- 

 

-levi moans falling down ontot eh bed. alnce moves so he is lying 

down on levi- 

 

-lance keeps kissing down Levi until he gets to levi's cock. He 

pulls of Levi's clothes and begins licking it- 

 

-levi grabs the sheets arching his back up- 

 
Levi: oh yes! oh 

 

-takeing Levi's balls into his mouth Lance sucks a bit while 

rubbing Levi's shaft- 

 

Lance; You like that? 



 

Levi: yes 

 

-Lance keeps going unitl levi is close. then he gets back up and 

gets on his hands and knees.- 

 

-levi grabs the lube and puts some on his fingers. he runs his 

finger along lance's openning- 

 

-lance shivers and groans- 

 

-he then pushes in two fingers pulling in and out scissoring- 

 

-levi pulls out his fingers spreading lance wide and using his 

tongue running it along his openning. the lube has this favor to 

it on pourpose- 

 

Levi: this lube taste like rasberries 

 

Lance; yeah. I just grabbed the first one I saw. 

 
Levi: mmmmmmmmm -he keeps licking then pushes in three 

fingers while reaching for a condom- 

 

Lance: That's so good! 

 

-levi pulsl hsi fingers out and licks again while he puts ont he 



condom and rubs it good with lube- 

 

Lance: mmmmmmmmmm. 

 

-levi positions himself and pushes slowly isnide lance eyes 

closed- 

 

Levi; oh 

 

Lance; Oh god. This feels so good. 

 

-levi starts out slow loving the feeling of lance's body enclosed 

around him. he picks up the pace his hand on lance's back- 

 

Lance; Oh fuck me. Fuck me fuck me fuck me. 

 

-levi goes fast and his ock slides in and out good since its lubed. 

he drops his head back sighing- 

 

Levi: i'm close. i'm gonna cum soon lance 

 
LanceL Yes. Me too. Cum in me! 

 

-levi leans down kissing lance's back. then he gasps- 

 

Levi: Lance! oh -he cums- oh yeah 

 



Lance: LEVI! -CUMS- 

 

-levi stays in lance for a while then pulls out throwing away the 

condom. lance rolls over and levi falls down on his kissing him 

with his hands on his face- 

 

Levi: i love you so much -he says between kisses- 

 

lance; Me to. 

 

-levi rests his head on lance's chest holding his hand- 

 

-lance snuggles up to Levi pulling the blankets over them- 

 

Levi: night bass 

 

Lance; Night wood. 

 

-levi shuts of fhte lamp kissing lance before falling abck asleep 

against him- 

 
-lance goes to sleep. Like the author is.- 

 

-chris wakes up that morning and showers freaking out about 

the baby coming.......... still!- 

 

Becca: Meh. Chris I can smell your fear. Calm down already. 



 

-becca surpirses him when he gets out only in a towel- 

 

Chris: i just............. uhg 

 

-he fumbles through his suit case finding some clothes- 

 

Becca; Just breathe. Just focus on tonight. You've got thousands 

of kids waiting for you. Focus on makeing sure they never forget 

tonight. 

 

Chris: i know i know -he pulls on some boxers kissing becca's 

forehead and stomach- 

 

Baby; Kick. 

 

-chris gets dressed fully then sits down next to becca- 

 

Chris: just promise me one thing? 

 

Becca: Tell me first. 
 

Chris: lose all your baby weight. your hot when pregnate but 

after wards..... well.............. 

 

Becca: Hey1 

 



Chris: well at least i'm being honest! i want you to lose the 

weight for your own health. your sexy either way to me 

 

Becca: I love you too. -kisses him- i'm alreay trying to stay at a 

noraml weight. I should lose it after the baby comes. 

 

Chris: thank god, i mean good for you -chris gets slapped- i 

deserved that 

 

Becca: Now get dressed and go to the lobby. The guys are 

probably waiting for you. 

 

-chris nods and pulls on his socks and shoes heading out after 

giving her tummy a good pat- 

 

Chris: wait for daddy to get back kid. i have lots to do today 

 

Baby: Kick. 

 

-chris leaves- 

 
-levi knocks on the room door a few minutes later- 

 

Levi: chris is paying me 50 bucks for baby sitting you 

 

Becca; Oh dear god. -lets Levi in.- I told him not to worry. i can 

tke care of myself. 



 

Levi: yeah but if you go into labor i'm driving you 

 

Levi: that would be funny if you went into laborduring the show. 

heh 

 

Becca: yeah. but with all the traveling we do it is likely. 

 

Becca: I mean with the amount of time we spend backstage.... 

 

Levi: well whatever happens most likly i will be driving you tot 

he hospital 

 

Levi: i better get paid for it -grin- 

 

Becca; Either because Chris will be busy or because he will have 

fainted. And you will be compensated for your time. 200 sound 

good? 

 

Levi: yes it does 

 
Becca; Okay. 

 

Becca; So do you know what the guys have planned for the day 

aside from the show tonight? 

 

Levi: interview here all day, then they ahve their show that is 



being video taped so they better do good 

 

Becca; They will. Chris will probably do some showing off. 

 

-that night- 

 

Levi: chris she will not go into labor! 

 

Chris: how do you know? 

 

Becca; Because I don't feel it. 

 

Levi: get your ass on stage chris 

 

Chris: grrr. -he kisses becca nda justin drags him out- 

 

Levi: break a leg 

 

Chris: don't jinx it! 

 

-they go on stage and levi helps get them set up. then he heads 
back to becca- 

 

-she doesn't look well- 

 

Levi: alright he's on and lets hope he doesn't faint 

 



Becca; Yeah. 

 

Levi: you okay? 

 

Becca: Yeah. Just don't tell Chris till after the show. i lied. 

 

Levi: oh boy. don't you like have time before it gets really bad? 

i'll take you to the hospital now then come backa dn surprise 

him 

 

Levi: 'if your wondering where becca is i dropped her off at the 

hospital' 

 

Becca;Yeah. They're really uneven and I'm not fully in Labor 

yet. -laughs at Levi's Joke- It could take anywhere from a few 

minutes to a couple hours before I'm fully in labor. But we 

should get going. 

 

Levi: its okay. you had to lie because if you didn't he would have 

not gone on stage. 

 
-levi grabs her bag and puts becca's coat on her- 

 

Levi: yeah that kid will wait for daddy to faint when he pokes his 

head out 

 

Becca; yes. Now lets get going. ow. 



 

-levi takes her hand and gets her into the limo he's able to get- 

 

Levi: tell you kid you went tot he hospital in a limo 

 

Becca; That's going going to give him a huge ego. 

 

-levi gets a body gaurd to drive them- 

 

Levi: chris is gonna spoil him anyways so.......... 

 

Becca; Point taken. 

 

-they soon reach the hospital and the body gaurd goes in with 

becca to keep guard- 

 

Levi: okay so he's gonna stay outside your door just in case. 

chris wants it and so do i 

 

Becca; yeah. And there's a few hundereds in my purse. Take you 

200. 
 

-levi goes over and takes it shoving it in his back pocket- 

 

Levi: now i can take lance on that date. there is a great restrunt 

here i want to take him to tomorrow 

 



Becca: So you two finally buried the hatchet. 

 

Levi: want me to stay with you Becca? 

 

Levi: or i'll just leave mr. body gaurd outside and i'll head back 

 

becca; No. Seeing as how -ow- things are going I'm probably 

gonna kill anyone of the make gender in a matter of minutes. 

And when you see Chris again send him -ow- this message. Dead 

man walking. 

 

Levi: well i'm gay i don't plan to knock anyone up. alright good 

luck babe -he kisses her head and leaves driving the limo back. 

the body gaurd stays outside her room- 

 

-he gets back and makes sure everything else goes smoothly. 

then they all head back to the hotel where levi said becca was. 

he lied- 

 

-they get tot eh htoela dn chris asks why becca isn't in there 

room- 
 

Levi: oh she went into labor when you guys went on stage 

 

Chris: WAHT AND YOU DIDN'T TELL ME?! 

 

Levi: for that reason exactly 



 

-chris goes after the other guys yelling at them I'M GONNA BE A 

DADDY!- 

 

Jc: dude sweet. 

 

Justin: congrats man just breath 

 

-levi is laughing his head off- 

 

Joey; Oh god. I hope I'm not like him if I have kids. 

 

Lance; um.......... 

 

-chris runs abck to levi- 

 

Chris: I CAN'T BELEIVE ITS FINALLY HAPPENING! 

 

Levi: and if you go near her she sent this mesage 'dead man 

walking' 

 
Chris: GOD I CAN'T BELEIVE IT! 

 

-chris starts to hiperventalaite.............. then he apsses out- 

 

Lance; Should we do cpr? 

 



Levi: great. -levi drags chris into the elevator- at least we are 

going to the hospital 

 

Justin: here we'll all go so he doesn't die 

 

Joey: Oh boy. i just want to see him go pale. 

 

-levi salps chris's face but he doesn't wake- 

 

-they get to the bottom floor and joey helps him carry chris tot 

he car. they get funny looks- 

 

Jc: dead man being dragged here 

 

joey; Stress of being a pop star. 

 

-they get to the hospital and drag chris inside- 

 

Levi:we told him his wife was in labor and he fainted 

 

Doc: Right. She's in the same room we left her in. Kids almost 
ready to be out. 

 

Levi: mind if we have a stretcher so we can take him to her? 

 

nurse: You can use hotsauce to wake him. 

 



Levi: i think he should jsut stay asleep -levi has chris thrown 

over his shoulder- 

 

-levi starts walking to becca's room with justin following behind. 

the others stay- 

 

Justin: i'm gonna be a godfather! 

 

-they carry chris into the room.- 

 

Levi: here he is -drops him onto the couch against the window- 

 

Becca; He's passed out already? ow. 

 

Levi: he began to hipervental telling everyone he was gonna be a 

daddy then he fainted. he might not wake up........................ 

never mind -chris starts to mumble daddy- 

 

Justin: chris? 

 

Becca: I'll do it Justin. WAKE UP! 
 

Becca: The trick is to use volume. 

 

-chris shoot sup screaming i'm gonna be a dad- 

 

Chris: i'm gonna............... how did i get here? 



 

Becca; Sit down and remain calm Chris. 

 

Justin: we dragged you, drove you, and carried you here 

 

Chris: oh my god becca! 

 

-he rushes over to ehr holding her hand- 

 

Chris: how far along are you? 

 

Becca; Don;t get to close hun. just be glad you never have to go 

through this kind of pain ever. And I'm almost fully dialated. 

 

CHris: he's almost here. becca i wouldn't be able to do it. women 

are definatly better then men because we can't do this like you 

can. your stronger and risk more for us and kids then we ever 

could -he kisses her- please keep me alive so i cans ee him 

 

Becca; Suck up. 

 
Justin: tis ture 

 

Levi: yeah it is 

 

Levi: us gays are worse then straight men 

 



Justin: hey! 

 

Levi: okay not me but............ -justin growles and levi shoves 

him- 

 

Levi: so who is gonna be in here? 

 

Justin: i'm godfather i'm witnessing this 

 

Becca; You three can stay. Eveyone else who's not supposed to 

be here out. 

 

Justin: no one else is 

 

Becca; Good. ow. 

 

-chris holds her hadn tillt he doc comes and says she is ready. 

he has justina nd levi hold her legs- 

 

Levi: this makes me even more of a homosexual 

 
Justin: but it is incredibal 

 

Becca; Watch it. 

 

-chris holds her hand and avoids looking- 

 



-a few minutes of Chris getting his had crushed and pushing 

later- 

 

Doc: Okay it's crownig. 

 

Justin: oh my god 

 

Levi: dude chris watch this! 

 

-chris looks and goes grenn- 

 

Chris: oh boy -he falls abckwards ontot he floor- 

 

Becca; Daddy's a wimp. 

 

Justin: not again 

 

nurse: Hotsauce anyone? 

 

Levi: i think this is cool! 

 
-soon baby's screaming is heard and the doctor holds him up to 

becca. chris stands up and looks at him- 

 

Chris: he's so............. 

 

Becca; aww. 



 

Justin/Levi: gross 

 

Becca: My very own pet lizard. 

 

-chris goes over and watches at the kid with lots of black hair 

screams- 

 

Chris: he's my kid 

 

Kid: SCREAM 

 

Levi: sounds like you too 

 

Becca; Yes. High pitched. 

 

-chris cuts the cord and the doc cleans him up and ahnds him to 

chris wrapped up. the kid stares at him- 

 

Chris: hi baby -he smiles- sadly i'm your father 

 
Kid: -blink- 

 

Inner Kid: Dear god I hope I end up looking like mom. 

 

Justin: yeah and i'm your godfather! -justin looks over chris's 

shoulder- 



 

inner Kid: Seriously dude shave the curls. 

 

Levi: i'm a nobody who help mom's leg 

 

hold mom's leg 

 

-levi was on the other side of becca- 

 

Inner Kid: no you're levi. I could hear you people talking. 

 

Becca; Quiet Levi. 

 

Levi: well i am! 

 

-chris ahnds the kid to becca- 

 

Doc; Here's the birth certificate. 

 

-chris looks at it- 

 
Chris: Maddox Kirkpatrick. wait what's his middle name? 

 

Becca; Alan. it fits. 

 

Justin: sounds nice 

 



-the kid fusses- 

 

Inenr Kid: STOP TALKING AND FEED ME! 

 

Becca; Chris you're gonna have to share my tits with him now. 

 

Chris: darn it 

 

Levi: well while chris feeds on one the kid gets the other 

 

-becca feeds kid- 

 

Kid: num num num num 

 

Becca; Okay. Levi you can go tell eveyone. Justin you do 

whatever and Chris go get me a soda. 

 

Chris: yes ma'am -he leaves- 

 

Justin: wow you now have him whipped 

 
-levi leaves heading tot eh waiting room- 

 

Levi: babies look nasty when they are born 

 

Joey: Now I really need to be careful around Kelly. 

 



Lance; Come on it had to be cool. 

 

Levi: it was and crhis fell tot eh ground when he saw it 

crowning. then he just intantly bound back up when he was out 

and crying. i thinkt he fact his kid was right there changed him 

 

Jc: thats what happens. where is jsutin? 

 

Levi: watch maddox feed. 

 

Lance: Makes you wonder if he's really gay. 

 

Levi: no he is he's just marvaled by his god child 

 

Joey; So we're not allowed in? 

 

Levi: and i got 200 bucks for taking becca here. now lance and i 

can go on a date tomorrow and i'll apy 

 

Levi: you can go in just don't piss her off. 

 
Lance; yay! We need to ger her preggo more often. 

 

everyone: NO! 

 

Joey: Cover me. I'm going in. 

 



-they head in and they all hold the baby- 

 

-the kid stares at them with wide eyes- 

 

Kid; okay, okay, okay, oh dear god this guy smells, god dad still 

needs to shave. 

 

Joey; He cries when I hold him but he likes eveyone else. 

 

Becca; Don't take it personally Joe. 

 

Levi/Justin: shower 

 

Justin: we did just come from a show 

 

-joey hands the kid back to chris and chris walks tot he window 

showing him the darken city- 

 

Chris: scary as hell huh kid? 

 

Kid; Dude. You had to have me here? 
 

Chris: well you'll be staying in a bus for the rest of the tour then 

we will head back home to orlando. its nicer there then here in 

new york 

 

Chris: you'll have lots of stuff tot ell your friend someday of how 



you were born 

 

Kid; Yeah yeah. just get me back to moms boobs. 

 

-chris rocks him in his arms gently and the kid's eyes slowly 

begin to close. everyone becomes quiet as chris starts singing 

god must have spent, the song he says is for his family. this kid 

and becca are his family now- 

 

-levi smiles and lance goes over holding him from behind- 

 

-justin stands next to jc- 

 

-joey sits next to becca who is crying- 

 

Lance; I'm trying to hold back on saying awwwwwww. 

 

Joey: too late. 

 

Becca; Quiet all of you. 

 
-chris finishes as he lies down maddox who lays on the bed fast 

asleep- 

 

Chris: my little boy 

 

-chris looks at everyone- 



 

Chris: what did i do? 

 

Becca; Nothing. 

 

Lance: You got her knocked up is what you did. 

 

-two years later- 

 

-levi screams as moddox jumps on him- 

 

Levi: i'm being attacked! 

 

Chris: i didn't do it -he's grinning- 

 

Maddox: UNCLE LEVI! 

 

Levi: hi kid -levi stands up giving hte kid a piggy back ride- 

 

Justin: that kid is very spoiled 

 
Maddox; Uncle levi I dun wanna go to bed. Don't let daddy make 

me. 

 

Levi: your the godfather. you watch him give him tons of suger 

then let him loose on chris and becca 

 



Levi: oh your daddy wants you to go to bed huh? 

 

Becca; Ugh don't remind me. And with his sister asleep. 

 

Maddox; Daddy says it's bedtime. 

 

Levi: i think he should let you stay up and hour longer and go 

play with me and uncle justin outside 

 

inner levi: i know kids he'll pass out soon enough 

 

Becca; Come on Chris. It's his birthday. He should get a little 

more spoiled than normal today. 

 

Chris: fine 

 

-levi runs outside iwth justin on his tail maddoz screaming in 

joy- 

 

Chris: that kid will sleep well tonight 

 
Becca; yes. Hopefully all night. we already have heather 

wakeing up every hour. 

 

Chris: man i'm glad we have Levi. he's writen with jc and justin 

great songs and damn if he didn't make up those moves for 

pop......................... 



 

-chris goes behind becca hugging her- 

 

Becca; I think lance is still upstairs with Heather. I'll go get him 

I've got some drinks ready for once Maddox has passed out. 

 

-becca heads upstairs and sees lance rocking heather in his 

arms she is fast asleep- 

 

-makes him want kids- 

 

Becca; Thank you so much Lance. -goes over to him.- It usually 

takes hours just to get her to sleep. 

 

-lance watches out the window at levi being tackled by maddox- 

 

-justin is cheering maddox on- 

 

becca; -takeing heather and putting her in her bed- He's good 

with kids isn't he. 

 
Lance; yeah. I sometimes wonder if we soulnd't have kids. 

 

Becca; Well you two have been together for two years. I think 

that topic can be open for discussion. Just ask him. 

 

lance: Yeah.  



 

-levi comes intot he room carrying maddox in his arms he is fast 

asleep sucking on his thumb- 

 

Levi: he wears me out 

 

Becca; kids do that. -takes Maddox and puts him in his room- i 

was worried about loseing all that baby weight but chaseing 

after this little guy and then dealing with his sister made it 

fairly easy. 

 

Levi: heh. come on Bass lets head home 

 

-justinw as talking with chris- 

 

Lance; Yeah. Sorry Becca but we'll pass on the drinks. 

 

Becca: Thats okay. 

 

Levi: later beck -kisses her cheek running down the stairs- 

 
Lance; Wait up! -runs after Levi- 

 

-at their house levi comes out of the shower and alnce is lying in 

bed- 

 

Levi: the moon light lights up your skin making you look dead 



 

lance; braaaaains. 

 

brb 

 

-levi laughs pulling on boxers and lying down next to lance- 

 

Levi: do you ever see us having kids? i can get your pregnate if i 

tried hard enough 

 

Lance; Har har. But yeah. I do see us with kids later 

 

-levi lies down his head on lance's chest- 

 

Levi: mmmmmmmm i love you 

 

Lance: Love you too. 

 

-christmas time- 

 

Justin: 'christmas time is a special time for me to spiol my god 
kids' -he sings it to chris- 

 

Maddox: YAY! SANTA CAME SANTA CAME! 

 

Chrus: -groan- yeah he did. and levi and lance will be ehre 

shortly 



 

Levi: make that now -they come through the door- hey kids 

 

Maddox; YAY! 

 

heather: blink 

 

-the kid starts to open his presents- 

 

-levi got him a ton of cnady- 

 

-chris glared- 

 

Becca: Oh shoot. 

 

Chris: i hate you Levi 

 

Lance; aagh. 

 

Levi: i love you guys too 

 
Jusdtin: hey open my gift maddox 

 

-he finds a truck that is remote contorled- 

 

Chris: god the dogs are gonna be scared crapless 

 



Maddox: yay! 

 

Maddox: Daddy I wanna play! 

 

-levi's phone goes off and he heads intot eh other room 

answering it. he comes back out later- 

 

Chris: not yet 

 

Maddox: Aww. 

 

Levi: guys i ahve to go take care of something i'll be back 

 

Becca: Okay Levi. Maddox open your other gifts. 

 

Levi: i need you too jc 

 

Jc: got it -they elave- 

 

-in the car- 

 
Jc: so theya re here? 

 

Levi: yep. god i hope lance is happy 

 

Jc: i think he'll never forget this 

 



-back at house- 

 

-joey ahnds his very giant present to maddox- 

 

Becca; Oh good lord Joey what did you give him. 

 

Maddox; What is it!? What is it!? 

 

-big huge teddy bear- 

 

Becca; whew. 

 

-the dgos come running in and jump ont he bear- 

 

Joey; Just don't smother yourself with that Maddox. 

 

Chris: dear god were gonna ahve stuffing ALL OVER 

 

Becca; BUSTA KOREA DOWN1 

 

-the dogs back down whipering- 
 

Chris: its okay come here my babies 

 

-they run to him and chris gives them loves- 

 

-about an hour later maddox and heather are fast alseep on the 



floor int he wrapping paper and the grown ups are having wine. 

jc comes intot eh living room- 

 

Jc: lance cover your eyes 

 

Lance: Okay -covers them- 

 

Jc: but hold out your arms -he runs out of the room- 

 

Jc: everyone keep your mouths shut too 

 

Justin: got it -he knew- 

 

-levi slowly walks into the room holding two babies in his arms. 

he goes over and falling to his knees puts the girl into lance's 

arms- 

 

Levi: open 

 

Levi: Merry Christmas -he smiles and lance looks like he's gonna 

cry- 
 

Jc: me and justin help him out and it was great they showed up 

on christmas 

 

Lance: Oh god.... 

 



Levi: we ahve a family now -they had a commitment cerriomny 

the month before- 

 

Lance; Thank you. -tears- 

 

-levi sits down next to lance holding tyler. lance puts his face 

into levi's neck trying not to cry- 

 

Maddox: Daddy who's that? 

 

Levi: and Joey's their godfather. i told him about this too 

 

Chris: that is levi's and lance's kids. levi surprised him with 

them. they adopted them 

 

Joey; Wow.....thanks man. 

 

Levi: i love you so much lance i knew you wanted kids 

 

Lance; Thank you. I love you. -kisses levi.- 

 
-becca was getting emotioal and holds onto chris- 

 

Heather; goo. 

 

Levi: you have angelica. this i tyler 

 



-jc goes over sitting down in justin's lap. they FINALLY hooked 

up- 

 

-levi hands over tyler so lance is holding them both. they look at 

him- 

 

-levi rests his head on lance's shoulder- 

 

Kids: Who's this weirdo? 

 

Chris: becca i hope your not thinking about having another one 

 

Becca; what's wrong with that? I'd like another girl. 

 

-chris sighs- 

 

Chris: elts wiat a few years here 

 

Becca; Okay. At least until Maddox is five. 

 

-chris nods and kisses her- 
 

Levi: you like them? they seem to be giving you one heck of a 

stare 

 

Lance; kids are so cute. 

 



-levi wipes the tears off of lance's face- 

 

Levi: well i have baby stuff in storage. i'm prepared 

 

Lance: okay. 

 

Becca; If you need any help just give us a call. 

 

Chris: this is one heck of a christmas 

 

Becca; yeah., 

 

maddox: yay! -scarfing candy- 

 

Becca; No more Maddox. 

 

Jc: he still has my gift to open 

 

Jc: both him and heather 

 

Maddox: candycandycandy 
 

-he gives them clothes- 

 

Becca; Finally a sensible gift. Thank you Jc. 

 

Jc: your welecome 



 

Maddox: Thank you uncle jc. 

 

Heather: -fating noise- 

 

Chris: ahh great. whose turn is it to change ehr? 

 

Becca: Yours. 

 

Chris: damn it -he tkaes heather heading intot he bathroom- 

 

Becca; Chris! 

 

Levi:w ell at least i've changed baby's diapers before so these 

two won't be ahrd 

 

maddox: daddy said a bad word! -covers his ears- 

 

Chris: SORRY! -shuts door- 

 

Becca; You can take your hands off your ears now Maddox. 
 

Levi: dang that girl ahs dark hair. they both are gonna ahve 

dark hair lik etheir dad 

 

becca; Please let the next one be blonde. 

 



lance; Then chris would kill me. 

 

Becca; Not interested in gay men Lance. 

 

Lance; Goo. 

 

good 

 

-levi chuckles and kisses lance again before standing up- 

 

Levi: i'm gonna call the strage palce and have them drive our 

crap to the house. yal come over and help right? 

 

Justin; yes 

 

Becca: Of course. 

 

Jc: why not then i get to have fun with my decorating skills 

 

Joey; Yeah. 

 
Levi: i promised jc he could paint the room and decorate it. he 

helped me and thats his reward 

 

Levi: thats why i wouldn't let you in that room down the hall 

from us 

 

Lance: Good.



Maddox; I wanna help! 

 

Levi: yes you can help maddox. 

 

Maddox; yay! 

 

Becca; good. something to keep him away from the tv. 

 

-lance stands up and kisses levi very pasionetly and maddox 

gags- 

 

Levi: mmmmmm not in front of the kids -he takes angelica- 

 

maddox; Eeewwwwww! 

 

Chris: i think to him its worse then seeing me and becca kiss 

 

Becca; Maddox stop that.  

 

Maddox: Kissing gross! 

 
Becca; there's nothing wrong with what they're doing. 

 

Levi: oh so you don't like see this -levi kisses lance passionetly 

and maddox runs from the room with his truck and remote- 

 

Chris: your evil 



 

Becca; Chris I'll take Heather you go get your son. It's getting 

late and he should probably be thinking about bed now. 

 

Chris: yeah its nap time for you mister! -hands heather overa dn 

runs after maddox who starts to laugha dn runa way from him- 

darn you and your running skills! 

 

Joey: How can someone with such little legs run so fast? 

 

Levi: no its how could someone with such stumbby legs be so 

slow? 

 

Chris: i ehard that - got you! -picks up maddox who screams- 

nuh uh nap time buddy. you can play later 

 

Maddox; nonnonononononono! 

 

-heather starts to cry- 

 

-levi gets on the phone and calls up the strage place- 
 

Becca; Maddox don't upset your sister. 

 

-angelica and tyler start to cry too- 

 

Levi: great -he hangs up and rocks angelica in his arms- 



 

Joey; This is actually kinda funny. 

 

Levi: do you guys have any milk at all? i know becca uses a 

breast pump 

 

lance; Don't cry tyler don't cry. 

 

Becca; not on my boobs. 

 

Levi: no like in bottles! 

 

Becca; Not right now. I wouldn't give you my milk anyways. I 

have some bayb formula in the kitchen though. You can use 

that. They're 's somme bottles in the cubbord. 

 

Levi: thank you -hangs angelica to alnce and runs intot eh 

ktichen. alnce sits down and rocks them- 

 

kids: WE WANT FOOD WE WANT FOOD! 

 
Heather: -SCREAMING FOR FOOD- 

 

Becca; Okay fussy. -takes off bra ans puts heather under her 

shirt.- 

 

-chris gets maddox in his rooma dns htus the door letting the 



kid have a fit in his room. he comes downstairs grinning- 

 

Chris: the one thing i love about babies 

 

-levi comes out with two bottles handsing one to alnce and 

taking tyler- 

 

becca; He'll wear himself out eventually. 

 

Levi: there we go -the screaming stops- 

 

all three kids: num num num num num 

 

Joey; Scilence has never sounded so good. I just hope it's not as 

bad for Kelly and me. 

 

Becca: You knoced kelly up? 

 

joey: yeah. 

 

Justin: you two already had one! 
 

-sorry. authoer got confused in the brain. forget what becca said 

earlier- 

 

Becca; How is Kelly doing anywyas? 

 



joey: She's doing good. Brihanna is doing good 

 

Jc: so many kids. joey has one chris has two lance has two now. 

justin please tell me we'll wait 

 

Justin: yes 

 

Becca; Next generation nsync. 

 

Levi: mkay so after maddox's nap we'll head over and get the 

kids room taken care of. aren't i sneaky Lance? 

 

Lance: yes you are. 

 

-levi smiles and burps tyler- 

 

Becca; that might take a while. Maddox has stopped screaming 

but he might refuse to sleep for a bit. 

 

Levi: i think i know how to tire him out 

 
Becca; Stubborn like his father. -burps heather- 

 

-a few hours later at the bass and wood house hold- 

 

Levi: see? 

 



Becca: You are a saint. 

 

-moddox was asleep on a couch- 

 

Levi: mkaing him help jc out will tire anyone out 

 

Justin:y uor telling me -he is sweating- 

 

Jc: AND IT IS DONE! -he walks fromt he room- the kids now 

have a beautiful room one half girl one half boy 

 

Levi: okay you guys lets put the kids down -lance was playing 

games witht he babies and they were laughing. levi thought it 

was so cute- 

 

Levi: then we can ahve some wine and sit around the fire 

 

Becca; yes. 

 

Joey; Nice. 

 
lance;Okay. -puts down the babie- 

 

-levi watches as he does so and lance sings them to sleep- 

 

Levi: i love you so much right now Bass -he goes over and hugs 

him- 



 

lance; I love you too. 

 

-levi and lance soon got married too- 

 

-the kids were happy and maddox couldn't stop getting surgar- 

 

-jc and justin soon marry and in 2005 adopt a baby girl named 

jessica- 

 

-Becca and Chris did eventually have a thid kid. A blond named 

emilie- 

 

-chris for a second thought she cheated then remembered she is 

blond- 

 

-she got pissed at that- 

 

-but eventually forgave him on the condition that he clean the 

house every day from top to bottom for two weeks. Keep in mind 

that the house is three stories- 
 

-joey and kelly had naother kid. all the children that belonged to 

nsync memebrs grew up togehter and became great friends- 

 

THE END! 

 
EL FIN!
THE END!


